Alexander Green: Stirner & Marx – Max Stirner: A Historical Sketch

Alastair Mcleish: Against Max Stirner
«Communism rightly revolts against the oppression I experience from individual proprietors, but more horrible is the might it puts into the hand of the collectivity.»

Max Stirner, *The Ego and Its Own*
Editor’s Word

By Svein Olav Nyberg

Hegel scholar Lawrence Stepelevich stated that the Hegelian project had two possible contemporary conclusions: either the much touted and publicly tested Marxian one, or the less known and quiet individualist conclusions of Max Stirner. Either the most successful collectivist ideology, or the most radical and uncompromising form of individualism.

In this issue of Non Serviam, we have two authors stating the cases for these opposing philosophies:

Alexander Green introduces the combattants, and argues that Max Stirner defeated all forms of Feuerbachianism, and that Marx despite his struggles to re-define and rearrange his philosophy, never succeeded in escaping his Feuerbachian roots, and therefore never succeeded in escaping the Stirnerian critique. He also defends Stirner against the Marxian charges that Stirner’s philosophy either lacks content or sets up a new ideal and chimera.

Alastair Mcleish offers a paper previously published in Studies in Marxism, in which he argues the case of the Feuerbachian «younger Marx» against Stirner’s onslaught,

and against the «older Marx» the younger Marx had protectively turned himself into after having read Der Einzige. He does this by defending the Feuerbachian claim that human beings possess – and must possess – a «general content», and by attacking Stirner for lacking just such a content, without which, he states, Stirner's unique individual is but an empty abstraction.

I will leave further comments to my readers, or at least until the next issue. This issue is already the largest one yet by far, breaking with the technologically imposed tradition of keeping the issues below 32 kB, the size above which email software used to break an email into parts.

Max Stirner was born on 25. Oct. 1806, so in 2006 we can celebrate Max’ 200th birthday. I therefore invite readers to contribute material to the next issue of Non Serviam, in a spirit of celebrating old Max. All material will be welcome, including commentary articles on the Stirner/Marx debate.

Svein Olav Nyberg
April 2006

«This egoism is simply the essence of present society and present man brought to consciousness, the ultimate that can be said against us by present society, the culmination of all the theory intrinsic to the prevailing stupidity. But that's precisely what makes the thing important, more important than Hess, for one, holds it to be. We must not simply cast [Stirner's book] aside, but rather use it as the perfect expression of present-day folly and, while inverting it, continue to build on it. This egoism is taken to such a pitch, it is so absurd and at the same time so self-aware, that it cannot maintain itself even for an instant in its one-sidedness, but must immediately change into communism. In the first place it's a simple matter to prove to Stirner that his egoistic man is bound to become communist out of sheer egoism. That's the way to answer the fellow. In the second place he must be told that in its egoism the human heart is of itself, from the very outset, unselfish and self-sacrificing, so that he finally ends up with what he is combating.»

Friedrich Engels in a letter to Karl Marx, November 19 1844, Barmen, Germany
The impact of Max Stirner’s *The Ego and Its Own* (1844) on the modern European thought has been strangely neglected. Few other figures in the history of philosophy have been as systematically misread, misunderstood, suppressed and pigeonholed as that of Max Stirner. He has been labelled an anarchist, a nihilist, a crude «proto-Nietzsche» and his influence constantly overlooked by both philosophical movements and intellectual historians alike. Whilst there is no direct recipient of Stirner’s version of egoism, it appears to exert a diffuse yet substantial influence on modern philosophical thought. Identifying the ultimate or unintended beneficiaries of Stirner’s ideas is challenging. Recognition of his only major work emerged half a century after its conception when *The Ego* surfaced in a range of intellectual projects, recently including feminism and postmodernism. What is paradoxical about Stirner’s impact is that his most critical influence «on the work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, has been obscured from the field of intellectual history. Stirner’s official role in the philosophically fraught period which saw the birth of historical materialism (1844-5) was relegated to more «deviant tributaries» of European philosophy.

Despite its apparent distinctiveness, *The Ego* was very much a product of the milieu of the eighteen forties and of the Left Hegelian movement in particular. Ironically, it is in this context that some of the most genuine praise for Stirner’s surprising contribution to Left Hegelianism was voiced, despite the critique of the group’s theoretical leaders that had prompted *The Ego*. «The Free Ones» (hereafter *Die Freien*) were a group of radical Berlin publicists, poets and philosophers who gathered daily in Hippel’s *Weinstube*; many of its members were imbued with revolutionary fervour, others were simply inebriated. The group’s leaders were the Bauer brothers, Bruno and Edgar. Marx, Engels and the poets Herwegh and Hoffmann von Fallersleben were occasional visitors. Ludwig Feuerbach,
Moses Hess, Ludwig Bühl, Adolf Rutenberg, Eduard Meyen, and Julius Faucher also frequented Hippel’s. Arnold Ruge, the self-appointed godfather of these Hegelians, carried on nightly debates which were often very bitter. Engels gives a description of Stirner at such a gathering in his comic poem «The Triumph of Faith»:

Look at Stirner, look at him, the peaceful enemy of all constraint. For the moment, he is still drinking beer, soon he will be drinking blood as though it were water. When others cry savagely «down with the kings» Stirner immediately supplements «down with the laws also». Stirner full of dignity proclaims; you bend your will power, and you dare to call yourselves free, You become accustomed to slavery; Down with dogmatism, down with law.6

Die Freien were the last remnants of Bruno Bauer’s «Doktorklub», the same club had once counted Marx as a member. Stirner cannot have joined before the end of 1841. At that time the young Marx was leaving for Paris and, as a result, the two were never to meet. Stirner spent most of 1843 completing The Ego; it was published in November of 1844. For English readers, the English-Latin word ego comes constrained by nuances of a possible Freudian or Protestant analysis. However a careful reading suggests that «The Unique One & His Property» (or Own-ness) would better elucidate Stirner’s intentions. «The Unique One» might be best understood as the individual self, not in opposition to later concepts of the Freudian id or libido or even the «spirit» or «soul», but as certain kind of absolute. The Ego immediately established Stirner as one of the most formidable opponents of the very people with which he had seemed to have so much in common with. Communists, critical philosophers, humanitarians and reformers of every degree were attacked in Stirner’s philosophy, a philosophy that Engels labelled «Egoism».7 Among the Young Hegelians, Bauer, Ruge, Moses Hess and even the famous Feuerbach joined forces in order to combat what they saw as the menacing nihilism of Stirner’s egoism.

Bruno Bauer and Szeliga both wrote articles, Feuerbach also replied. Hess wrote an essay whilst Marx and Engels wrote the best part of a book.8 All seemed happy to admit Stirner was an adversary of note. Bauer wrote that Stirner was «the most capable and courageous of all combatants» of his own theory of «pure criticism»9 whereas Feuerbach described Stirner as «the most gifted and the freest writer it has been given me to meet».10 Arnold Ruge even heralded Stirner as the «theoretical liberator» of German philosophy; The Ego had represented a triumph on behalf of the concrete living individual over abstract generalities. Engels himself, in a letter to Marx, wrote that «among the Freien it is plain that Stirner has the most talent, personality and energy».11 S.E. Parker12 notes that Engels’s initial sympathetic response to Stirner was probably subject to a severe repri-
mand from Marx. Engels’ views radically changed as we shall see, and deference is made to Marx in dealing with the chimera of Stirner’s egoism. Nevertheless, Stirner enjoyed fleeting and alarming fame, his «conscious egoism» was parodied in a popular novel and he himself had even appeared, thinly disguised, as a philosophical character in another novel.\[^{13}\]

However, the speculative excitement over The Ego was as frantic as it was transient, and the political events of 1848 obliterated the traces of those philosophical struggles which had preceded them. In that year, along with the revolutionary hopes of German radicals, the Left Hegelian movement «collapsed into itself, becoming insignificant in both intellectual and political life»,\[^{14}\] emasculated «in the face of an adamant union between a defensive Church and a reactionary Monarchy».\[^{15}\] The Ego had sounded the theoretical death knell for the group and Left Hegelianism reached «a final and angry impasse».\[^{16}\] Stirner had made a «clean sweep of everything, leaving only naked self-assertion», with The Ego he had taken the Hegelian system to its dialectical limit «... and transformed it into its opposite».\[^{17}\]

Johann Caspar Schmidt (1806-56), who wrote and was known as Max Stirner, had been a close friend of Engels during the year he spent in Berlin. Engels was evidently impressed by Stirner, who was his senior by a number of years. He was able to render a pencil sketch of Stirner fifty years later, and recalled that they were «great friends»

---

\[^{13}\] Engels, 1882, 34-35.

\[^{14}\] Engels, 1882, 35.

\[^{15}\] Engels, 1882, 37.

\[^{16}\] Engels, 1882, 38.

\[^{17}\] Engels, 1882, 39.
However, it was Engels who helped in obscuring evidence of Stirner’s influence on his colleague and lifelong friend, Karl Marx. After reading The Ego, Engels wrote to Marx explicitly stating his opinion, one which would powerfully colour Stirner’s legacy: «We must not simply cast it [The Ego] aside, but rather use it as the perfect expression of the present-day folly, and, while inverting it, continue to build on it.»

Marx responded by burying himself in The Ego, and constructing his reply in The German Ideology. For Marx and Engels, coming to terms with The Ego was a deeply fundamental moment in the development of Communist theory. Marx claimed that the aim of The German Ideology was simply «to settle accounts with our erstwhile philosophical conscience». First published in 1932, the bulk (three quarters) of the work is a chapter entitled «Sankt Max», Marx’s epic yet uncomfortable diatribe on The Ego. The unpublished status of The German Ideology did not allow for public discussion of Marx’ criticisms of Stirner, in his own words it was «left to the gnawing criticism of mice».

Stirner’s legacy suffered yet more interference from Engels’ essay «Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philosophy» (1886), his account of the development of historical materialism. It attempted to minimise the importance of The German Ideology, and therefore The Ego in Marx’ formative philosophy. Engels claimed Darwin’s theory of evolution had played a critical role in the route to dialectical materialism, though Marx was always more of a Hegelian than Engels would give him credit for. However, Engels at least recognised Feuerbach’s influence whose concept of «species-being/essence was easily transposed onto Marx’ «social being»; conveniently replacing the old materialism with a new «dialectical» form. There is no mention that Marx’ rejection of the humanism of Feuerbach was only made possible by reading The Ego in 1844. Engels’ account mentions Stirner only in passing «Stirner remained an oddity, even after Bakunin blended him with Proudhon and labelled the blend «anarchism». Feuerbach alone was of significance as a philosopher». Engels occluded Stirner’s self-evident «catalytic» contribution to the young Marx’ early philosophic formulations. By labelling...
him the «prophet of contemporary anarchism», Engels misaligned Stirner with Proudhon and Bakunin, two thinkers he had openly condemned.

Marxists studying the theoretical development of the young Marx tend to follow Engels and ignore the criticisms of Stirner featured in «Sankt Max». For the purposes of the «Marxist exegesis», Marx’ most characteristic aphorisms are to be found in the deceptively short yet lucid chapter on Feuerbach, the most bona fide «Marxist» chapter of *The German Ideology*. However, as we will learn, Marx’ criticisms of Feuerbach were merely «perspectives» which «had been progressively opened to Marx and Engels in the course of their study of Der Einzige und sein Eigenthum».

At the close of the nineteenth century John Henry Mackay, a Scottish poet turned Germanophile, rediscovered Stirner and initiated what has since been called the «Stirner renaissance». Mackay happened to find a brief citation regarding Stirner in Lange’s *History of Materialism*: «The man who in German literature has most preached Egoism recklessly and logically, Max Stirner, finds himself in distinct opposition to Feuerbach». After finding a copy of *The Ego*, Mackay immediately became a disciple, and claimed the role of necromancer to the lifeless corpse of Stirner’s thought. Stirner’s revival was also concurrent with the impact of Friedrich Nietzsche’s work. As Karl Löwith points out «Stirner has often been compared with Nietzsche, to the point of asserting that Stirner was <intellectual arsenal> from which Nietzsche derived his weapons». Some went further in this comparison, Eduard von Hartmann claimed «not only is this [*The Ego*] a brilliant work not inferior in respect of style to Nietzsche’s work, but in respect of philosophical value it surpasses the latter a thousand times». The spreading of Nietzsche’s celebrity ignited a fresh and sympathetic interest in Stirner’s ethic of self-will and indirectly helped to sustain historians’ interest in *The Ego* into the twentieth-century.

Few historians have found consensus when discussing Stirner’s place in the history of philosophy, not to suggest that they should. Scholars remain divided in determining the place that *The Ego* might belong in European thought, or even if it should belong at all. Mackay’s resurrection of Stirner’s book caused a more extensive response; it confirmed Stirner’s identification with his most commonly assigned philosophical genre. For over a century *The Ego* has maintained a place among the founders and luminaries of modern anarchism. Woodcock states «of all the libertarian classics [*The Ego*] remains the expression of a point of view that belongs clearly to one end of the varied spectrum of anarchist theory». The anarchic elements in Stirner’s thought are even pronounced enough for Avron to declare Stirner «anarchism’s most original and most consistent thinker». The orthodox Marxist Hans G. Helms has argued the influence of *The Ego* has been as much political as philosophical. In his recent study, *Die Ideologie der anonymen Gesellschaft* he argues that Stirner inspired various German groups
who were the immediate precursors of fascism. Stirner has even been used by the New Right specifically to evoke the darkness of the «interregnum» and emphasise the need for a total cultural transformation. In the 1963 Libertarian Book Club edition of *The Ego* James J. Martin wrote «it is at once a historical document, a pamphlet of the intellectual disturbance of the mid-nineteenth century, and a timeless classic».

The publication history of *The Ego* also shows the strength of this initial revival of Stirner. Forty-nine editions appeared between 1900 and 1929. However, after the 1930s, *The Ego* again slipped into relative obscurity. Even amongst the thinkers who knew Stirner opinion was radically divided. There were a few during that period who had a better insight into the meaning of Stirner’s thought. In 1939, Sidney Hook indicated that the forgotten debate between Marx and Stirner involved «the fundamental problems of any possible system of ethics or public morality» and later in 1963 Isaiah Berlin noted that «the theory of the alienation of the proletarians was enunciated by Max Stirner at least one year before Marx». These voices were in the extreme minority, yet significantly they identified the unresolved nature of the Stirner-Marx relationship, and suggested that Stirner’s influence might not be as negligible as was previously thought. These writers have paved the way for a revaluation of Stirnerian thought.

In 1968 a new German edition of *The Ego* made its appearance. It had been preceded, two years earlier, by a full study of Stirner’s thought and influence, the first since Henri Avron’s in 1954, which had linked Stirner with existentialism. 1971 saw the publication of the first extensive study of Stirner’s philosophy ever to appear in English, R. W. K. Patterson’s *The Nihilistic Egoist*. Paterson’s study sought to be the most comprehensively objective treatment of Stirner to date, yet Marx’ accusations against Stirner are restated, minus the vitriol, and Stirner’s vision is described as «frivolous». *The Nihilistic Egoist* remains a useful, if dated, springboard for a revisionist perspective aiming to rediscover Stirner’s own intentionality.

In John Carroll’s *Break-out from the Crystal Palace, The Anarcho-Psychological Critique: Stirner, Nietzsche, Dostoevsky* (1974), a sociological approach was applied to Stirner’s thought. Carroll recognised the psychological dimension of anarchism beyond its more familiar appearance as political ideology. Whilst identifying Stirner’s radical individualist psychology, he sees Stirner much like Georges Sorel in considering society as senile, in need of fresh, invigorating passions; a view that appealed to the young Mussolini and to the French fascist aesthete Robert Brasillach (see William Tucker’s *The Fascist Ego*). Carroll ultimately presents Stirner as a difficult, inspiring, yet flawed champion of rebellion and the unceasing quest for self-understanding, self-realization, and new values.

William Brazill’s recent work, *The Young Hegelians* (1970) as well as David McLellan’s *The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx* (1980) both direct considerable attention to Stirner’s thought. In addition, John Edward Toews has
significantly revised Stirner’s place in the history of philosophy in his recent study *Hegelianism, The Path Toward Dialectical Humanism, 1805-41* (1980), opening the way up for a more historically sensitive, rather than philosophical/ideological interpretation of Stirner’s contribution to the history of philosophy. Toews contextualises Stirner’s position amongst the Left Hegelians, and attacks those who see Stirner’s egoism as «purely subjective». He identifies the core contradiction that Hegel’s radical heirs had to wrangle with during the 1840s, that self-liberation and self-affirmation required «revolutionary destruction» in order for their «concrete historical actualisation». However, revolution necessitated «commitment to suprapersonal values» and «a belief in an objective meaning in history». Such values were a direct denial of «individual autonomy, self-expression and self-enjoyment» that constituted Stirner’s aim of an inward rebellion, which sought to end the «historical pathology of self-alienation». Toews’s penetrating work indicates that *The Ego* was deeply rooted in the struggles of Hegelian thought during the 1840s and importantly Stirner is given an independent and original role in disintegration of the Left Hegelian movement. As Lawrence Stepelevich notes hopefully, we may be seeing the «beginning of another cycle of interest in Stirner». The continued publication of the journal *Stirner-Studien* since 1994 similarly reflects the renewed academic interest in Stirner in his native Germany.

The debate of 1845 still reverberates in late twentieth-century European intellectual discourse. Indeed, there are many unusual and overlooked parallels between Stirner’s critique of Enlightenment humanism, universal rationality and essential identities, and similar critiques developed by thinkers such as Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Gilles Deleuze and others. Such intellectual affinities have recently prompted Saul Newman to attempt to reconcile classical anarchism with poststructuralist thought (in order to define «postanarchism») using Stirner to «break out of the Enlightenment humanist paradigm of essentialism ... which continues to inform radical political theory». Stirner’s ideas are also discernible in «primitivism» (John Zerzan), «immediatism» (Hakim Bey) and «insurrectionary anarchism» (Alfredo Bonnano).

This thesis aims to assess the difficult relationship between Marx and Stirner and their respective ideas. It is timely to reconsider Stirner’s place amongst the philosophic heavyweights of the nineteenth century, having suffered under the suffocating modernity of Marx and Nietzsche and been misconstrued by many as an intellectual oddity. It is high time that the relevance of Stirner’s thought, especially in relation to the development of Marx’ theories, was restored to its correct place in history of philosophy. By examining Marx’ critique in *The German Ideology* it will emerge that Stirner’s legacy is more than that of an «anarcho-existentialist» whose egoism is untenable. Both thinkers will be firmly set against the context of the rise and fall of Left Hegelian
humanism. Whilst by 1845 its key luminaries accused each other of retreating to abstract and undialectical positions of either metaphysical idealism or materialism, all (including Marx and Stirner) had laid claim to dialectical inheritance (Hegel). Therefore, it is instructive to see the thinkers on a level playing field, Marx, Feuerbach, Bauer and Stirner all sharing this ‘existential’ ontology. Their opposing solutions similarly should be regarded as embedded in their own context, remembering that the ‘existential reductions’ of 1844-5 were put forward as constructive appropriations of the real content of Hegelian thought. Stirner was no exception as his form of nihilism did not abandon the redemptive core of the Hegelian project. Rather than a simple appendage of Marx’ early formulations, The Ego must be given independent value and seen as serious attempt to tackle the problems facing German philosophy in the 1840s. The main objective of this thesis will be to extricate Stirner from Marx’ rambling, left-handed invective and reinstate him as a thinker who deserves our attention and whose relevance and influence have not been fully appreciated. We cannot simply overlook ‘Sankt Max’ as key evidence of Marx’ formative intellectual development. Marx clearly exerted much cerebral effort to write a critique that ended up being lengthier than The Ego itself. In short, the full effects of The Ego upon the philosophy of the young Marx «have yet to be fully assessed».

It is relatively easy to grasp the basic contemporary relevance, significance and durability of The Ego in the history of philosophy. Yet we still need to perceive more about Stirner’s complex, often incongruous, relationship with Karl Marx – figure who seems destined to remain significant, despite the recent interest in Nietzschean thought. What Derrida says of Marx is equally applicable to Stirner: «a ghost never dies» nor can there be any «future» without «the memory and inheritance ... of at least one of his spirits».

Born in 1806, Johann Caspar Schmidt was the son of Albert and Sophia Schmidt who lived in a comfortable house overlooking the Marktplatz in Bayreuth. The Schmidts were a lower-middle-class family of evangelical Lutheran denomination. In 1826 Stirner matriculated in the Philosophy Faculty of the
University of Berlin and spent two years studying a range of subjects including logic, Greek literature and geography. Whilst at Berlin, unlike Marx, Strauss or Engels, Stirner attended Hegel’s lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, the History of Philosophy, and in the winter of 1827 his lectures on the Philosophy of the Subjective Spirit. In 1832 Stirner returned to Berlin, where he would spend the rest of his life. Continuing his philosophical studies, he attended a two-semester course on Aristotle conducted by the Hegelian philosopher Karl L. Michelet. Stirner’s formal acquaintance with Hegelian philosophy, as well as Hegelian philosophers themselves, far surpassed that obtained by other Left Hegelians. However, Stirner fell short of academic success in his formal examinations in the upper forms of the gymnasium and was awarded a conditional *facultas docendi*, never realising his ambition to become a *Gymnasiallehrer*.

In 1839, Stirner obtained regular employment at a Berlin girls’ school. He taught both history and literature with great success, and for next five years enjoyed a relatively stable and ordered life, with a modest income and ample freedom to pursue his philosophical reflections. Ostensibly, this quiet middle-class school teacher hardly seems a likely candidate to produce what has been called the «most revolutionary [book] ever written». However, 1840’s Berlin was a melting pot of political disaffection and intellectual unrest, whilst the revolution was not being fought for in blood, the clubs and cafes of Berlin formed political hubs in which groups of young radicals could meet and make preparations. Stirner began attending meetings of *Die Freien* in 1841; his formal education was undoubtedly supplemented by meetings with Hegelians at various clubs and *Weinstuben*. During long boisterous evenings at their favourite haunt (Hippel’s), Stirner would have had the chance to review the metaphys-
ical exuberance of Berlin’s disaffected and rootless intelligentsia and literati. In the midst of such radical clamour, Stirner met Bruno Bauer, the only member of Die Freien in the Left Hegelian circle with whom he maintained a close relationship until his death. It was through socialising with Die Freien that Stirner also met his second wife (his first wife had died giving birth to a still-born child), Marie Dahnhart. Marie was an uninhibited cigar smoking, beer-drinking 25 year old who was about to enjoy an inheritance of 30,000 thalers. In 1843, Stirner astutely married her.

The years between 1815 and 1848 have been seen as an «era of polarisation», a conflict between modernity and tradition. However, the post-1815 era of German restoration was not threatened by philosophical trends; neither the moral creeds and entrenched dogmas of rigid conservatives, nor the passionate individualism of the Romantics sought to challenge the feudal complacency that still survived in some German states. The loathed German Confederation soon showed its true colours, with censorship and surveillance laws embodied in the Karslbad Decrees of 1819 and the «Final Act» of 1820. Both ushered in an era of oppression and illiberality for the German states, one that would be strongly attacked by many contemporary thinkers.

During the 1830s the movement known as Junges Deutschland (Young Germany), produced poets, thinkers and journalists, all of whom reacted against the introspection and particularism of Romanticism. The Romantic Movement was seen as apolitical lacking the activism that Germany’s burgeoning intelligentsia required. Decades of compulsory school attendance in German states had resulted in mass literacy and an excess of educated males which the establishment could not subsume. Combined with the advantage of the low cost printing press these factors caused a rush into the so-called «free professions».

The German states, specifically the Prussian government, had a basic distrust of speculative thought. On occasion the state would sometimes sponsor philosophical teachings that offered an intellectual foundation for the authoritarian organisation of society. Hege
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lianism was adopted as the academic standard for appointments in 1820s and 30s. To begin with, Hegelianism was regarded as «the staunchest ideological bulwark of Prussian aristocracy» yet by the 1840s devotion to Hegelian thought had led to a period readjustment, and the late 1830s and early 1840s resembled more a post-mortem of Hegelianism in which thinkers extended or recast Hegelian phenomenology. One outcome of this method of criticism was the radical Left Hegelianism of the early 1840s, which Stirner found himself heir to. The «Young Hegelians» (hereafter referred to as «Left») sought to decisively challenge both the Church and State, finding resonance with the «Young Germany» of the 1830s, and no longer allies of the establishment, they were rejected as intellectual outcasts. The official Hegelianism that was extolled in lecture theatres in Stirner’s undergraduate days had become the «philosophy of disaffection».49
Stirner occupied a unique position among the Left Hegelians, sharing an essentially similar methodology to his closest contemporaries. By using classical Hegelian concepts and modes of argument, the Left Hegelians quickly reached conclusions that in effect nullified the whole upshot of Hegel’s original system. Hegel’s universal synthesis of Being had begun to produce discordant results. By reviving the republican idealism of eighteenth century, Left Hegelians believed education and political liberties would solve all social problems without changing the system of property on which material production and economic exchanges were based. Stirner’s early work reflected these broad aims.

*The False Principle of Our Education* is considered the «most valuable and significant of Stirner’s shorter works». Stirner, for the first time, can be seen in pursuit of the goal of individual self-awareness and an insistence on the primacy of the individual personality. He rejected both humanism and realism as authorities external to the individual that limited his freedom. In formal education, Stirner saw that «the world of antiquity through classics and the Bible rule over us as a mistress». He went on to stress the importance of personality and the «free-moving ego» in education, insisting bluntly that education is the most important «social question» in the world. Stirner’s surprisingly modern insistence on the primacy of education and knowledge was tied to man’s self-discovery, through «Truth» man discovers himself and experiences «the liberation from all that is alien, the uttermost abstraction or release from all authority, the re-won naturalness».

However, the Left Hegelians sought in vain to «educate» their fellow countrymen and the 1840s brought disenchantment and schism; political rulers and academics strove uselessly to restore a cultural unity and a national idealism to Germany.

The disintegration of the Left Hegelian movement was born out of the inability to make its philosophy the focus of any political movement, especially one involving the country’s social forces. Mass poverty, economic dislocation and social unrest had been rife in Germany, from the student protests of the 1830s to the «hungry 1840s». In some areas socialists and communists had taken advantage of this. Yet unlike Marx’ experiences in Britain, industrialization had only made very modest advances in German states by 1848. German society was overwhelmingly rural even during the 1840s, 70% of the population still worked on the land. Within a short space of time the Left Hegelians became static and ineffective, wrecked by their own internal theoretical disputes and confined to Berlin’s bourgeois, pre-industrial world.

Before its disintegration, the Left Hegelian movement underwent a series of «transformations». The «emanation of divergent positions», is crucial in regard to Stirner, who inherited and then reacted against the semiotic system or «distinctive» language that Hegelian thinkers created and altered. The period between 1835 and 1843 can be seen as a period in which thinkers attempted to
translate the original metaphysical Hegelian language of Absolute Spirit into the language of Hegelian humanism. During this period the concept Absolute Spirit was replaced by «the idea of humanity», «human species-being» or «human self-consciousness». This secularisation or humanisation of Hegelian thought was the basis for the radical Left Hegelian movement. Strauss began this trend with his *Life of Jesus* (1835) where he asserted that religious representation was the objectification of human essence, thus religious consciousness contributed to alienation and kept human beings from their own essential nature. By the time Strauss had cemented his new humanist outlook in 1840-41, Bruno Bauer had developed his own variant of the transformative humanist interpretation of the Hegelian language of Absolute Spirit. For Bauer, Strauss had not gone far enough; the «idea of humanity» itself remained enigmatic unless it actualised itself in human history through its internalisation in the «free activity of human self-consciousness». In book and articles published in 1840-42, Bauer denounced terms such as «God», «Absolute Spirit» and «world-spirit» as deceptions implying a supranatural transcendent power realising itself in human self-consciousness. Bauer's critical theory of human self-consciousness therefore sought to liberate «the I» which «lives, creates, works and is everything» and «is the only power in the world and history, and history has no other meaning than the becoming and development of self-consciousness».

A third version of the humanist translation of Hegelianism was constructed by Ludwig Feuerbach around 1840. Hegel's «Absolute Spirit» was a transcendent mystification, a self-alienation of a human process and limitation on human thought. In *The Essence of Christianity* (1840-41) Feuerbach claimed religious consciousness and language meant «a projection of humanity's essential nature as an emotional and sensuous being, governed and made happy only by images». Whilst the rightful content of Hegelian metaphysics was thus affirmed by Bauer as human self-consciousness, for Feuerbach such essential human content was more a sensuous and emotional «essence». By 1841 these thinkers were publicly attributed with developing a distinctive theoretical perspective, Bauer and Feuerbach accepted their roles as the intellectual mentors of radical «Left» Hegelians.

Historical reality ultimately undermined Hegelian humanism when its theoretical practice failed to gain wide appeal. Left Hegelianism was in terminal decline when *The Ego* was published in 1844. Academic positions were denied to the Left Hegelians in the city that they deemed philosophically and politically the capital of Germany. The constant pressure of governmental censorship and academic rejection meant that even Arnold Ruge's attempts to rally a political party around the banner of Left Hegelianism soon failed. In 1843, the *Deutsche Jahrbücher* was prohibited from publication, even in «liberal» Saxony. It was equally a defeat by politics as it was by abstract thought itself. Soon most members of the movement
became disillusioned with the idea of a political public as the agent of liberation. The declarations of Feuerbach, Bauer, Hess and Ruge in 1841 had set the Left Hegelians against all prevailing orthodoxy be it religious, philosophical, economic or political; yet all had failed at insurrection of existing institutions or a political association based its ideas.

Such failure was reflected in the thought produced during the period 1843-46, which saw the publication of *The Ego*. It was a divisive process of mutual criticism, where Stirner and others criticised the «theological» illusions of a movement caught in a language of essence. Stirner inherited the problem that «reality» must be comprehended and described as contingent, concrete, finite «existence» with reason and meaning emerging from actions of individual beings. The «analytic of existence» was self-consciously presented not merely as a translation, but as a step beyond Hegelian thought in some respects, seeking to transcend it. The humanism that had for a short time enjoyed the attention of the movement’s most able thinkers was scoffed at by Stirner: «In our days, ... they have not realised that man has killed God in order to become – «sole God on high» ... God has had to give place, not to us, but to – humanity». Stirner specifically condemned Feuerbach and Bauer for creating this new god, «Humanity» to replace the Christian god. For Stirner this was simply a «change of masters».

Hegelian humanism encountered strong criticism from former disciples and comrades, most significantly in the publication of Stirner’s *The Ego* and Marx’ *The German Ideology*. Both thinkers proposed a more radical break with past Left Hegelian positions, and the language that had justified it. Despite accusations of nihilism, Stirner’s «heaven-storming» dismissal of the objectivity, universality, value, truth and meaning still presented a description of individual-centred existence, with the ego as sovereign as a positive appropriation of the true content of his cultural and philosophical inheritance. It is a mistake therefore to see Stirner as anomaly in the history of philosophy or even as «discordant» in some way. *The Ego* did not exist in an intellectual vacuum, and the context of Left-Hegelianism reveals how Stirner’s thought was a legitimate product of this movement’s wider discourse, a serious attempt to understand the transition from religion to philosophy. Stirner (as all Left Hegelians did) saw himself as dialectically concluding and fulfilling the Hegelian project. Similarly Marx saw that within Hegelian thought were the means, and even the imperative, to go beyond Hegel. He understood exactly what Stirner was attempting, «a step which leads beyond Hegelian idealism and negates it»; he also knew how potentially damaging this could be to the direction of his own work.

Rather than view *The Ego* as some wild or «severely mutilated» transformation of Hegel’s characteristic concepts, its construction should be seen as a result of that philosophical paradigm which all Left Hegelians practiced and embraced, dialectical development. There is even room to regard Stirner as a
concordant Hegelian *par excellence*. His intimacy with Hegel has been explored by Stepelevich, who argues that Stirner reinterprets Hegel’s *Phenomenology of Spirit* with new and improved vision. For Hegel, the «Absolute» is «the power of the negative», i.e. that which views and criticises every determinate thought – the Subject. For Stirner, in his critique, this «power of the negative» is the single consciousness – himself, or the ego. Karl Löwith similarly detected a logical connection stating that The Ego «is in reality an ultimate logical consequence of Hegel’s historical system». Whilst these interpretations elevate Stirner from the often eccentric billing he is given in intellectual history, describing Stirner as the «Last of the Hegelians» implies that The Ego is the «end of a historical series of ever more decadent inheritors of Hegel’s doctrines». We should recognise that whilst he attacked Hegelianism Stirner’s thought was still a product of it, bound within its parameters, be them linguistic or logical. Therefore the choice lies between seeing a «terminal or antithetical» relationship, one which could make Stirner, in a sense, «the perfected Hegelian».

**Chapter II**

*The Crisis Of 1845: The Ego And The Origins Of Historical Materialism*

The dissolution of Left Hegelianism coincided with the early thinking of Marx who grew up among the ruins of their philosophy. Together with Stirner, Marx accepted the philosophical categories and problems of Hegelian thought. Placing Stirner among the many strands and mutations of Hegelian thought highlights his intellectual proximity to the thought of the young Marx. Whilst preparing to demolish German Idealism, Marx entered the metaphysical fray at same moment as Stirner, and wrestled with the same ontological questions. The publication of *The Ego* shook the pro-Feuerbachian position Marx found himself in 1844 and perhaps more than any of his contemporaries, Marx was to experience the depth and implications of Stirner's criticism. Marx had originally planned to write a review of *The Ego*; however he stalled whilst Bauer and Feuerbach fielded their responses. Then, feeling clearly personally provoked, Marx postponed previously commissioned works to pen «Sankt Max». After completing the work, Marx wavered and the criticism of Stirner remained unprinted. Within this privately led dispute, *The German*
Ideology contained the seeds of a new philosophy, created to be immune to a Stirnerian criticism: historical materialism. The birth of this radical new theory was muted. These ideas were left in a drawer along with «Sankt Max», whilst Marx, wishing to escape the idealist philosophy of the Left Hegelians, charged into political life, into intellectual feuds with Proudhon and Bakunin.

Between 1844 and 1846 Marx and Engels were busy forging their new revolutionary outlook. The German Ideology was composed in Brussels, where Marx had moved in 1845 following his deportation from Paris by the Guizot government who had been pressured by Prussia to expel the leading collaborators of Vorwärts. During the last three months of 1845, Marx and Engels wrote The German Ideology. In early 1846, both men visited London in order to found a network of communist correspondence committees to provide German, French and English socialists with access to each other’s ideas and activities. The backdrop to Marx’ life was one of financial struggle, censorship and political activity and exile. However, the pair had integrated their theoretical and practical aims, revolutionary communist teaching and rallying the progressive elements of the proletariat and revolutionary intelligentsia.

In theoretical terms, this revolutionary outlook was partially created through the intellectual struggle with what Marx saw as bourgeois and petty bourgeois ideology of the Left Hegelians, of which Max Stirner was seen as the perfect embodiment. The German Ideology directed criticism against the many apparent failings of Left Hegelianism, many which echo Stirner’s own critique of the movement. For Marx, however, the authority of delusions or Stirner’s «spooks» over human minds was not a result of mental distortion cured by working upon the consciousness, but rather rooted in social conditions. For both Stirner and Marx, Left Hegelian humanism was governed by false ideas where men are enslaved to the creations of their minds. For Marx, the power of philosophy was to expose and destroy these false ideas and revolutionise society. In the Preface of The German Ideology Marx outlined his objections to the Left Hegelians, and saw clearly his task in:

«uncloaking these sheep, who take themselves and are taken for wolves; of showing that their bleating merely imitates in a philosophic form the conceptions of the German middle class; that the boasting of these philosophic commentators only mirrors the wretchedness of the real conditions in Germany.»

Throughout The German Ideology Marx clearly enjoys making fun of the philosophical pretensions of the Left Hegelians, yet he also levels the serious claim that the movement’s achievements only embodied a corruption of Hegel, i.e. «the putrescence of the absolute spirit».

Why then compose such a lengthy rebuttal of German post-Hegelian philosophy if all it amounted to was
«shadows of reality»? The answer is simple: Stirner. Marxists tend to regard *The German Ideology* as nothing more than a secondary attack against Left Hegelians, even an enlarged version of *The Holy Family*. However, *The Ego* had unsettled Marx, regardless of whether a public debate was to be had, he felt inclined to convince himself at least that Stirner was wrong. Marx realised that Stirner’s position was perfectly concordant with general development of post-Hegelian dialectics in German philosophy and thus an alternative to his profanization of the Hegel. In reading *The Ego*, Marx came to reject Feuerbachian humanism, of which he had previously thought highly, praising Feuerbach’s «brilliant arguments» in the *Essence of Christianity* and defending his «real humanism» in *The Holy Family*. Now revealed as a «pious atheist» by Stirner, Marx could not avoid denunciating Feuerbach, but equally had to avoid an association with the powerful Stirnerian position that had originally prompted the rejection. *The German Ideology* was less an attack, but more as an angry defence against the theologically inspired and passivist humanism of Feuerbach and the extreme voluntarism and subjectivist individualism of Stirner.

Marx’ familiarity with the aims of Left Hegelianism meant he agreed that the more progressive an idea was, the more it desecrated the quasi-religious status Hegel’s legacy. In *The German Ideology* Marx attempted to be more radical than both Bauer and Feuerbach in profaning the regions of Hegel’s thought which had been «transfigured». However whilst Marx believed that, like Stirner, he could fight against illusions and opiates, against religion, political ideals and eventually against Hegelian philosophy itself, he still retained a hidden «eschatological attitude» and «implicit revolutionary drive» underlying Hegelianism in mid-1840s. Unlike Marx, Stirner didn’t retain Hegel’s eschatology and regarded it as simply another «phantom» to be exorcised from the mind, one perhaps essential if Hegelian thought was to be overcome. Marx adhered to Hegel in so far as he chose not to abandon some form of philosophical reconciliation, though not of the speculative sort. For reconciliation to be attained in the *material* transformation of the real world, Marx would have to elaborate and expound one of his most controversial and debated theories: historical materialism.

Rather disingenuously the old Marx considered the birth of historical materialism as simply theoretical analysis eschewing from purely theoretical research. Unfortunately there was no comprehensive or detached study of «socioeconomic realities» that came to support Marx’ theory in 1845; instead he was motivated by his desire to defend the «passion and idealism» emanating from the dissolution of Hegel’s philosophy against Stirner’s noxious philosophy of «total disillusionment». Stirner, as a minority of commentators have observed, played a decisive role in motivating Marx’ socialist thought in this direction. The subjective origins of the «materialistic conception of history» reflected Marx’ attempt to show that
«the putrescence of the absolute spirit» must not go as far as it does in *The Ego*, yet it was perfectly acceptable to be a Hegelian of «revolutionary» inspiration. It seems paradoxical to think that historical materialism, Marx’ great epistemological «break» could have emerged from the context described above. Stirner’s impact has been displaced. Regardless of the self-assured position Marx felt he had reached in *The German Ideology* with regard to the specific criticisms of Left Hegelians, the real gem of the work was clearly the materialist conception of history. For Marx, it provided an ingenious escape route from the all-too parochial problems of Left Hegelianism and German Idealist Philosophy, whilst it also served as a methodological prerequisite for a new political economy. In a letter to German publishers in Leske on August 1 1846, Marx pointed out that the publication of a polemical work against the German philosophers was necessary in order to «prepare readers for his point of view in this field of economic science». The *German Ideology* should therefore be seen chiefly as a polemical work; one that Marx felt sure would lift him up and away from the ontological squabbling of the Left Hegelians towards economics, historical analysis and socialism.

For Marx, speculative philosophy had resulted in idealist self-deception epitomised in the work of the Left Hegelians. Marx frequently attacked the sterile and static nature of his milieu, stating «German critique has, right up to its latest efforts, never left the realm of philosophy». The movement’s ignorance of both of the need to specify an agent for revolutionary change and of the nature of social and historical explanation had meant their philosophy failed. Despite the decline of Left Hegelian humanism, Marx’ complaint was essentially methodological. The Left Hegelians, like Descartes, thought that the illusions of social life could be left behind if one takes the standpoint of «self-consciousness», «species» or the «ego». For Marx, this was a truly insulated standpoint. However, Stirner too had attacked the Archimedean standpoint or standpoint «outside the world» in 1844: «This foreign standpoint is the world of mind, of ideas, thoughts, concepts, essences; it is heaven». In concordance with Marx, Stirner attacked the Left Hegelians with similar gusto, identifying the same weaknesses:

«Now nothing but mind rules in the world. An innumerable multitude of concepts buzz about in people’s heads, and what are those doing who endeavour to get further? They are negating these concepts to put new ones in their place!». Thus the confusion of concepts moves forward.»

In recognising the force of Stirner’s criticism and the implications for Left Hegelian modes of thought Marx had to be just as «hard-line» on idealism as Stirner had been. He had to adopt a position in which all ideas were divested of their independence and autonomy. For a moment at least, Marx was allied with Stirner’s heaven-storming nihilism, but only in order to escape it:
«Morality, religion, metaphysics». have no history, no development; but human beings, developing their material production and their material intercourse, alter, along with this, their reality; also their thinking and the products of their thinking.»

Marx' response, that the «material world» takes primacy over the ideal, consciousness or thought itself, was not merely a major development in terms of his thinking but was the «thermo-nuclear» antidote to Stirnerian egoism he desperately needed.

Hegel had maintained that the ideal determined the material; Marx' supposed modernism was finding the Hegelian dialectic «standing on its head» and turning it «right side up again». Quite what Marx means is not readily apparent. He inverted the primacy of the ideal found in German Idealist, Hegelian and post-Hegelian philosophy by replacing it with an older form of materialism. The materialist conception of consciousness can be summed up Marx' famous axiom «Life is not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life» (1846). Marx' paradigmatic shift invoked eighteenth-century materialism, which took matter as primary and regarded consciousness, thought and sensation as secondary. The French materialists of the eighteenth century provided Marx with the simple mechanical categories that constituted the terms in which the origin and history of man were to be explained. The «newness» of Marxian materialism, the idea of conceiving of matter dialectically, highlights Marx' innate debt to Hegelian thought. Yet historical materialism was also a backwards step. Marx wanted to reassert the fundamental principle of eighteenth-century historical naturalism; that historical events have natural causes. Hegel had broken away from naturalism but had not demanded an autonomous history; «Marx went back on this demand and swept Hegel away; he subjected history to dominion by natural science which Hegel had freed it from». Thus Marx took a «retrograde step», which was simultaneously also prelude to an advance in terms of political economy. Despite cryptic statements such as «standing Hegel on his feet instead of his head», Marx' «conjuring trick» essentially took over the idea, inherited from both Kant and Hegel, in which history culminated in the complete unity of man, the identification of existence with essence and the abolition of contingency in human life. For Marx, humanity was not doomed to contingency, as Stirner maintained.

As his response to Stirner suggests, Marx' theory had no real scientific basis, and its genesis appears in a somewhat dubious light. Whilst it allowed Marx to condemn the present world order in terms of the immanent laws of history itself; as a solution it was both «ingenious and disingenuous». Stirner's nihilism meant Marx had to defend the basic claim to seek meaning in an ideal, rather than giving up the whole conception of a salvation of man. Marx was of course keen to emphasise that he was not really pursuing an ideal at all; his presuppositions were «not arbitrary ones, not dogmas, but real presuppositions from
which abstraction can only be made in the imagination». Marx saw them as empirical facts. Stirner, on the other hand claimed «I presuppose only myself – and since it is I who presuppose myself, I have no presuppositions». Marx painstakingly insists Stirner himself does have ideals and even his own morality. Yet, the materialistic reduction of ideals to historical necessities very closely resembles a Stirnerian abandoning of ideals; nihilism was inherent in both positions. How can Marx’ thought retain its revolutionary aspect if economic patterns and laws thoroughly determine man’s historical existence? Yet far from relinquishing his revolutionary ideals, Marx believed he had succeeded in preserving by integrating them into real history. This was the core of both Marx’ defence against Stirner and the essence of the materialistic conception of history: the ideals pursued by the Left Hegelians were declared to be the «immanent telos of history itself».

The Left Hegelian revolutionary force became an immanent law of objective history. In other words, Marx turned an ought into an is.

It has not been properly acknowledged just how much The Ego is responsible for pushing Marx into this epistemological corner. By attempting to incorporate ideals into actual history, Marx went as far as it is possible to rationalise the Left Hegelian revolutionary drive without abandoning the «basic Left Hegelian insight». Marx had reached an impossible dilemma, one which has haunted his more intelligent disciples until today. As such, Marx could no longer encourage action as he now predicted change; history did not depend upon man’s conscious intentions; it depended on what humans do. This seems incompatible with Marx’ dismissal of ideals and represents the basic ambiguity of his thought, a blind spot which he left for Marxists to excuse or explain. The contradictory nature of Marx’ position reflected how «almost against his will» Marx was forced into dismissal by Stirner. On the one hand we have Marx the determinist, who will later refer to laws and tendencies that work «with iron necessity towards inevitable results», on the other we have Marx the voluntarist, keen to incite the proletariat to rebellion. However, the materialist conception of history was, in itself, a change of consciousness, merely a new theory of reality and thus «recognition of the existing order by means of another interpretation». The real difference between Marx and the Left Hegelians was that instead of pretending to save the world by changing their ideas, Marx arrived at an idea that couldn’t be changed, a theory in which humanity saves itself, regardless of philosophical speculations.

Historical materialism was the result of an attempt to preserve the Left Hegelian humanist heritage in spite of Stirner’s challenge. Stirner’s exposure of quasi-religious basis of Man undermined the idiom developed by Marx in his pre-1845 writings. To escape the neo-Christian ethics of humanism it was not enough to simply discard the legitimacy of the humanist or socialist goal. In a totalitarian fashion, Marx divested all ideas of any «autonomous» role whatsoever.
Many commentators have argued that the doctrine of historical materialism provided Marx with his most powerful weapon against idealist philosophy. It did not – despite how much Marx may have convinced himself – deal sufficiently with Stirnerian thought. Like Marx, Stirner’s project was destructive. *The Ego* sought to simply abolish philosophy *in general* by affirming that it was all nonsense, summed in Stirner’s famous aphorisms «I have set my cause upon nothing» and «Nothing is more to me than myself». Stirner’s modernity resides in this progressive leap beyond Marx, beyond a revolutionary mentality which required «moral postulates» or an *ought*. For Stirner, uniqueness and creativity begin only when a person goes beyond social identity and roles. He had shocked Marx into revising the ethical and humanistic assumptions of a socialist agenda. At the same time Stirner indirectly contributed to the creation and evolution of the distinctive and classical «Marxist» doctrines.

In short, *The Ego* moved Marx from a passionately moral, even sentimental, commitment to communism as a humanitarian creed, to a sociological affirmation of communism as the historical outcome of objective economic forces. During the mid-1840s Marx and Engels saw themselves at a decisive stage in working out the philosophical principles of scientific communism or «the scientific world outlook of the revolutionary proletariat». Marx must have been painfully aware, therefore, of the need to qualify his own *action* in theory. This crisis for Marx reached its height in 1845, when *The German Ideology* indicated Marx’ final abandonment of the speculative abstractions of Feuerbach and others; the very abstractions which had served as the metaphysical foundations of his socialism. The unresolved nature of Marx’ uncomfortable encounter with Stirner is also evident in the development of the materialist conception of history. Historical materialism’s more inconvenient implications and thus the spectre of *The Ego* haunted Marx; burdening him with the «self-defeating task of reconciling a «voluntarist movement» in an «economically determined historical process».

By revealing «the hollowness of slogans which appealed to humanity, country, or abstract freedom ... » Stirner had «prepared the way for a realistic analysis of the issues these phrases were used to conceal». Despite Stirner’s nascent influence on the thought of the young Marx, Marx came to dominate the historical era, his solution to the crises of Hegelian ontology emerged as legitimate, whilst the history and intentionality of Stirner’s thought was «excluded» in a Foucauldian sense. However, as I have demonstrated by studying of the genesis of historical materialism, the impact of *The Ego* on the evolution of socialist thought was far from negligible.
In many respects, Stirner’s work stands as an anticipatory attack on Marx’ thought. Modern critics of Marxism have frequently pointed out inadequacies in the Marxist conception of history, especially concerning what the theory had rendered obsolete in traditional philosophy. *The Ego* essentially anticipated these inadequacies. 1845 is judged to be the moment in Marx’ philosophical career where he «left behind» a fundamental discourse on ethics; one that Hook argues «still occupies us today». 98 Marx’ new theory of historical materialism cut short a discussion about any systems of ethics or public morality. Many have recognised this negation in Marx’ work. For Marx, the crucial issue was the validity of his theory of history; he felt notions of morality and of religion had finally been eliminated from his work. However, the old assumption that «scientific socialism» was a scientific system has yielded to the notion that such a system of thought is in essence moralistic or even religious; what Martin Buber calls a «socialist secularisation of eschatology». 99 If we accept this radical new perspective, as many do, then Stirner’s stance in *The Ego* emerges as more modern and radical than was previously considered. Stirner would no doubt have agreed that the materialist conception of history was eschatological; a religious mode of thought. Therefore, Stirner’s early, if somewhat undeveloped attack on morality, often disguised as ideology, assumes a vital position as the original critique of the young Marx.

In spite of the anti-moral nature of historical materialism and Marx’ explicit repudiations of morality, his early thought was packed with moral judgements, (e.g. condemnations, directions, etc.). Whether or not we see Marx as moralist is beside the point. Marx did not practice moral philosophy in the traditional sense of developing any form of system of ethics, or enquiry. Whilst criticising *The Ego*, Marx was inspired to claim:

«The communists ... preach no morality, which Stirner does too much ... on the contrary, they know well that egoism as well as self-sacrifice is, in certain circumstances, a necessary form of the self-assertion of individuals». 100

The question of Marx’ status as a clandestine moralist who openly opposed moral philosophy remains a key
contradiction, especially in his early thought. It represents a temporal rip in the fabric of Marxian thought that still plagues its acolytes today. Its origins, found in young Marx’ reading of The Ego, may further unsettle his adherents. If Marx needed inspiration, or even encouragement to abandon his more explicit moral leanings then he needed to look no further than Stirner’s polemic. Stirner had refuted Left Hegelian humanism, especially targeting its innate moral content. He also attacked most forms of moral convention, challenging the absolute basis of moral edicts against polygamy, blasphemous desecration and even incest. Such acts were still able to cause a «moral shudder» in the common man, an indication for Stirner that the actual emancipation of the ego, what others might call spiritual emancipation, had yet to be realised.

For Stirner, self-possession was to be sought by the judicious organisation of desire, rather than its arbitrary suppression. Taking his cue from Charles Fourier, Stirner lauded animal appetites as more healthy and poetic than a life of abstinence. Just as Feuerbachian humanism was seen as the negation of traditional theology, Stirnerian egoism was hailed the «negation of traditional ethics». Instead of Man creating God in his own image, Stirner taught that the individual ego had created Man in his own image. In The Essence of Christianity (1841) Feuerbach believed he was being truly radical by having dissolved the subject (God) into all of its predicates (Man); Stirner had simply demonstrated how far such dialectical sabotage could logically go, he chose to dissolve the predicate Society, into the individual pronouns – I, me, myself. The individual ego was Stirner’s «laughing heir» to the whole Hegelian project. Stirnerian egoism was not conceived of as a new form of morality, rather it was opposed to morality. This is not to say egoism was inherently immoral, Stirner rejected the idea of absolute opposition between moral categories, «good» and «evil», regarding them as «antediluvian».

Stirner’s claims of ethical antinomianism were deeply felt and taken seriously by Marx. The Ego encouraged him to dispel any ethical ideas from the new direction of his thought. Marx already regarded the Hegelian accounts of political, judicial and moral conceptions as critically wrong, but The Ego tipped the balance. If Marx’ moral or metaphysical scepticism stems from Stirner, then the potency of his criticism of the nihilism inherent in The Ego needs to be reassessed. Marx used Stirner’s desecration of morality to justify his own thought, then proceeded to decry Stirnerian egoism as religious thought, as even «preaching» a morality. Classifying all idealistic philosophies as theodicies, a «surreptitious sort of clericalism» that must be repudiated, was a result of the dogmatic materialist positions that Marx and Engels came to adopt. All idealists were by default religious thinkers, yet the materialistic basis of their thought did little to elucidate their position on moral teaching. The mystification surrounding Marx’ conception of morality finds its basis in his distortion of Stirner’s moral nihilism. Rather than offering
an alternative moral theory for communism Marx had disregarded *all* morality in the pursuit of revolution and class struggle.

In truth, evacuating the moral content of his thought was something Marx only aspired to. Ultimately, Stirner had pushed Marx to a philosophical position where the moral content of his work now had to be implicit. Sidney Hook states «Marx leaned so far backward that, soon after his death, the myth became current that he had no place for any ethics in his philosophy of social activity». Marx’ reaction was a tactical manoeuvre, allowing him to preserve the silent moral content of his work. Karl Popper saw Marx as a man for whom «principles of humanity and decency ... needed no discussion» they were «to be taken for granted». However, if Marx decided to adopt a personal notion of moral principles, why respond to Stirnerian egoism which was so obviously an aberration? It is difficult to believe that Marx simply avoided explicit moral theory because he disliked «preaching», as Popper assumes. Marx’ real antipathy for moral philosophy was rooted in his actual thought. The very thought consolidated in *The German Ideology* as a result of reading *The Ego*.

Regardless of the problems Marx left unresolved, the crisis of 1845 had helped him finally realise the aim of his thought: to prove future world revolution. However, yet again another Marxian impossibility emerged; the problem of reconciling historical inevitability with an ethical model. Historical inevitability could hardly function as an inherent moral value for Marx. The determinism of the materialist conception of history had necessitated an angry confrontation with Stirner. It also illuminated a displeasing characteristic of the young Marx, his inability to recognize any opposition to his revolution. Further, it showed that Marx underestimated the role of discontent in historical events, which Stirner and Hegel did not; they had allowed contingency an important role in the historical process. Crucially, unlike Marx, Stirner argued that the historical process had to be the work of human hands; history was never an abstraction that caused events. It was concrete, specific and human in all its forms. He also recognised that certain thinkers had hijacked history, and divested it of its autonomy:

«History seeks for man: but he is I, you, we. Sought as a mysterious essence, as the divine, first as God, then as man (humanity, humanness, and mankind), he is found as the individual, the finite, the unique one.»

Stirner saw that all kinds of politics wanted to educate man, to bring him to the realisation of his «essence», to give man a «destiny» to *make* something out of him «namely, a «true man». This itself was a ruse, making thinkers fall for «the proper error of religion». Whether one saw destiny as divine or human was of no concern. Stirner found that both positions held that man should become this and that: this postulate, this commandment, to be *something*. 
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Incongruously, in his reading of *The Ego* Marx felt he could finally reject a system of morality and yet maintain moral positions. He was extremely anxious about the fact that his description of socialism could become tainted by abstract moral ideals, ideals which Stirner had shown to be transcendent. However, it was Stirner who had equipped Marx with the very tools to wage a methodological campaign against Feuerbach’s quasi-religious conception of «Man», enabling him to reject an «ethics of love» or a «politics of socialism» through his analysis of the social nature of man. Such a solution would have been implausible to Stirner. To many, the religious essence of historical materialism was «superficially obscured by Marx' rejection of the traditional religions». However, Stirner had already identified such religious essence in Marx' pre-1845 intellectual allies. His criticisms of Feuerbach were equally applicable to the young Marx who had stated: «The criticism of religion ends with the precept that the supreme being for man is man». In the same way Stirner observed the religious essence of Left Hegelian humanism and early socialism, Marx too stands accused, his atheism was still a categorically religious proposition. Thus, Stirner’s original accusation of the «pious» atheism of the Left Hegelians is particularly compelling when applied to the thought of young Marx.

It is probable that Stirner would have seen the young Marx as a kind of post-theological moralist attempting to solve problem of original sin and ethical commitment through the redemptive power of human «History». The picture that Marx paints of capitalists and the bourgeois as manifestations of evil, and his dismissal of the individual’s responsibility for their own misery would surely be seen as the personification of «clericalism». Stirnerian critique would no doubt pronounce Marx a vulgar moralist, subordinating the individual to the new God, «History». Now that history itself was moralised, the profound Hegelian awareness of history as amoral was lost. Like morality, Stirner regarded society as an equally fictive notion, and saw that moral obligation was presumably derived from the social nature of man. Stirner observed that man’s social dimension was merely an alternative type of religious and moral ideology. His hostility to «sacred society» abounds in *The Ego*; it was the arena in which «the most oppressive evils make themselves felt», its domination was more brutal and insensitive than any previous despotism. Not only was Stirner’s notion of state antithetical to Marxism, but by utterly rejecting the constructions of idealist philosophers he could only discover consciousness inside the mind; not in some trans-empirical ego or the Marxist «social being». For Stirner, emphasis upon the social nature of the mind, the evaluation of all ideas in relation to the social whole (or state), represented a menace to individual freedom and to the autonomy of the individual. Social duties were considered as purely self-legislated. Our relationship to society was seen as one mediated by the ego. Whilst society may pattern self-realisation and define the egoist’s rebellion, its
formative influence fades in favour of the individual until «society» itself is entirely displaced. For Marx, however, the «atomism» of civil society was offensive – and had to be transcended: Stirner had failed to root his ideas in the social process, hence the arbitrary nature of his ideology. However, Stirner implied that certain ideas are not merely reflections of their social environment and can remain outside the appraisal that they are socially conditioned by. For Stirner these were the figurative orderings of experiences, the result of the irreducible egocentric nature of the individual; self-reflection mediated by personal drives and private needs.

Marx' communist vision would still require the individual to conform to a pattern of behaviour, though not through traditional morals, but through collective obligation. Stirner’s critique of Feuerbach and Proudhon had already shown that socialist morality was full of superstitions, just as much as the Apostles’ creed. Julius’ article in the second volume of *Wigands Vierteljahrschrift* (1845) attacked the essentially Feuerbachian character of Marx’ «practical humanism», which Julius considered «religious alienation» – clearly inspired by Stirner’s perception of socialism. Stirner’s criticisms anticipate much later accusations, especially from contemporary existentialists, against Marxism: «Society ... is a new master, a new spook, a new «supreme being» which takes us into its service and allegiance». If society held the individual back from achieving autonomy then communism was its most severe form of suppression. In criticising Weitling’s communism, Stirner stated that the Communists sought the welfare of all, «true welfare», which would eventually degenerate into fixity. Stirner regarded communism as the «strictest» or most dogmatic paradigm based on the idea of «Man». It was a sovereign power exalting itself over men, becoming their supreme essence, a new god. «Do we not with this come right to the point where religion begins its dominion of violence?» Stirner argued. The philosophy of community was enshrined in the old Feuerbachian problem: separation from human essence. Essence was set above individuals as something to be striven for, and Stirner argued that both «Communism, and, consciously egoism-reviling humanism, still count on love». The socialist stipulation that individuals must work to become truly human simply reproduced the *religious* division of individuals into «an essential and unessential self». Here, Stirner refers to an obscure article by a contemporary «the young Karl Marx. The dualism that supported social liberalism in all of its various guises could not be tolerated and was brashly dismissed by Stirner: «we will hear nothing of this cutting in two». 

Marx misread *The Ego*, regarding Stirner as an ideologue embroiled in the malicious circle of critical diatribe which had crippled Left Hegelian philosophy. Stirner, however, consciously refused to uphold egoism as a set of ideas or principles.

«Owness includes in itself everything own, and brings to honour again what
Christian language dishonoured. But
ownness has not any alien standard
either, as it is not in any sense an
idea like freedom, morality, humanity
and the like: it is only a description of
the – owner.»

Stirner desired above all to break free
of the conceptual quagmire of the 1840s
where to postulate revolution was the
trend. Stirner's critique of morality and
society had shook the young Marx, forc-
ing him to abandon notions of «species»,
«man» and «estrangement» that had pre-
viously been assigned crucial roles in
his earlier thought, but Stirner's attack
on the whole host of isms went deeper still. If Marx' repudiation of The Ego
necessitated expunging the questions
of ethical meaning from his thought,
then the issues of individual fulfilment
and emancipation «the very nucleus of
Stirner's thought» would also have to be
negated.

Freedom for Stirner was always freedom from some thing or other. Human
freedom was better interpreted as «fre-
dom to action»; Stirner logically conclud-
ed «my freedom becomes complete only
when my «might»». Neither is freedom
something to be given, it must be tak-
en and defended: «If you took might,
freedom would come of itself». Ide-
ologues of political liberty were more
dangerous, in Stirner's mind, than even
religious or philosophical thinkers. The
idea of a society based upon a single
principle (e.g. Communism) was simply
an obligation putting man at the service
of the state: «Liberty of the people is not
my liberty!». Stirner saw that modern
socialism, especially the kind espoused
by Proudhon, interposed a new «prin-
ciple» between the individual and the
property of all, the socialist notion of
«social justice», a concept just as poten-
tially oppressive as the religious notion
of «divine grace». Both socialism and
communism left the individual's mind
unchanged; it was still «a mind of de-
pendence». Communism was a back-
ward step, a «dependence on another ...
status, a condition hindering my free move-
ment, a sovereign power over me».

Marx' new form of «social justice»
was founded on the notion of labour,
compulsory work done in the service
of society. For Stirner, the division of
labour, with all its subdivisions, was
simply conceptual apparatus directed
against the individual. This of course
led to alienated labour, which Marx too
would later claim to resolve. Stirner ar-
gued that for the individual to negoti-
ate so many forms of alienation in the
world he simply had to «expropriate»
his property, his creative strength and
activity, to enable him to rely peacefully
on himself again. Like Hegel, true con-
crete individuality (Einzeltet) was a
return from alienation. Stirner's notion
of the Einzige, the «Ego», more helpfully
translated as «The Unique One» clarifies
his whole project. «The Unique One» is
man in his irreducible uniqueness, thus
egoism is the final definition of the hu-
man «essence», not the subject of an eth-
cial category, but an uncomplicated ex-
istential fact. If one could perceive this,
all conceivable forms of alienation, con-
scious or unconscious, would be impos-
sible. Eigentum (Own-ness or Property) did not mean a seizure of some moral content, but a man’s identity with his manifestations, above all, with his individual existence. The notion has Hegelian heritage: In Philosophy of Right the immediate manifestation of right (liberty) was the possession by man of his body and his bodily functions (work). Stirner took his position from the minor degree of liberty advocated by Hegel. But the idea of liberty, like so many concepts for Stirner, had been set up as a new absolute, that man should be free. Stirner declared such a concept was nothing more than «... a new longing, a new torment, a new deviation, a new deity, a new contrition ...».

Stirner’s opposition to the dogmatic ideologues clearly engaged the thought of the young Marx. However, their two antithetical worlds, the concrete direct experience of The Ego and the world of universal labour outlined in The German Ideology; would never be reconciled. Marx, as ever the disciple rather than the usurper of Hegelian thought, had still sought some kind of accord. In attempting reconciliation, Marx decided to put forward the doctrine of individual consciousness mediated by social consciousness. The real question was to what extent social ties necessarily determined individual consciousness. Marx could not give a definitive answer. Such ambiguity lends support for Stirner; for if consciousness was completely determined by society then nothing was to be done, and an upheaval in the minds of men was therefore not possible. Stirner allowed individual consciousness to retain some autonomy, epitomised in the individual ego.

Marx could not perceive of any form such «oppositionist consciousness», that characterised Stirner’s position and surely must arise if credence is given to ideas that intend to transform political reality. Both Stirner and Bauer held that recognition of dissent or «oppositionist consciousness» was essential to their project: the merciless use of the principles of criticism, the principle of the dialectic that would destroy the empty forms founded on dualism. For Marx, criticism or thought alone was not enough. Thought was the acknowledged servant of human needs and desired that philosophy (generalised thought) become an instrument in changing the world. There was no «oppositionist consciousness»; only moments of opposition that were inevitably transformed into successive phases of development in the historical process. Marx’ notion of social consciousness allowed him to transcend Stirner’s individualism and as well as abstract morality of French materialism, and modify their historical conceptions with the notion of a dynamic, propelling movement in nature and human thinking – the dialectic.

Stirner saw man as progressing through stages of conflict and alienation. He understood as Hegel had, that freedom in contemporary society was explainable in terms of an individual’s orientation to a set of moral postulates and social practices. Whilst opposing Hegel, Stirner ironically posed a truly Hegelian problem: Could the «negativity» inherent in Hegel’s process of change, the dialec-
tic, ever be halted for any possible ideological reasons? Both Stirner and Marx laid claim to the Hegelian dialectic, and both claimed they were demystifying its nature. Yet Marx’ «fundamental difficulty vis-à-vis Stirner» was the question of «how will man be once he is free of alienation?». Stirner refused to observe that the ideological process required an intermediate stage; a «total alienation» of consciousness. For Marx, this stage was to be found in the proletarian classes and necessitated revolution. Stirner’s reality was the world of his immediate experience; he wanted power straight away, not after some remote and hypothetical «proletarian revolution».

Despite Marx’ own revolutionary tactics, and tendencies of the future he saw displayed in his own age, historical materialism meant he lacked a doctrine for the immediate present – least of all for those whose existence was resigned to the limits of the capitalism’s grasp and economic process. On the other hand, for dissenting members of society who had yet to become socialist and look forward to the dawn of a «new order», Stirnerian egoism provided an alternative protest: disobedience, radical questioning, active resistance and bodily enjoyment. Most importantly, it aimed at the deconstruction of linguistic «spooks», fixed ideas which ruled the real world. For Marx, Stirner’s radical resistance did not engage the working class and was dismissed as a «petty bourgeois essence». It is ironic that Marx considered Stirner as a quintessential wallflower of history, epitomising a shopkeeper’s egoism. Stirner considered himself as going beyond dissent, conjuring a picture of insurrection, rather than the polarised image of society that engendered a new, Communistic change of masters: a new religion of society. Stirner saw it as deceptive that the Enlightenment had simply amounted to transferring the balance of religion to humanism in its various bogus guises. Out of this last divisive stage of Hegelianism, Stirner saw no reason for the dialectic to be subsumed in history. Unlike Marx, he laid claim to its destructive force in the battle against alienating concepts:

«... why should I only dissent (think otherwise) about a thing? Why not push the thinking otherwise to its last extremity, that of no longer having any regard at all for the thing, and therefore thinking its nothingness, crushing it? Then the conception itself has en end, because there is no longer anything to conceive of it.»

Now it is possible to understand how Stirner would seen have the «historical dialectic» as the «Will of God» reiterated in pseudo-secular terms, and that Marx, in true theological fashion, attempted to mask the causal efficacy given to ideological abstractions as «empirical» forces. Stirner’s position was clearly nihilistic, but by attacking the very idea of European Enlightenment in the nineteenth-century he had called into question much more than its socialist doctrines, and insisted that we lose all of our ideological props.
Marx' critique of Stirner in The German Ideology was a means of distinguishing himself from what was, in his eyes, the impotent Left Hegelian movement. For Marx, alienation was no longer a spiritual phenomenon, but the objective forms of man's economic products, the separation of man from his production. Nevertheless, Marx' position can be interpreted as a relapse into Left Hegelianism: He urged a change of consciousness in order to observe the correctness of a new standpoint; the communist Betrachtungsweise (mode of view). Instead of the standpoint from which consciousness is taken as the living individual, Marx wanted to establish that labour was our fundamental human relation to the world and must be regarded as the «celebrated unity of the human being and nature». In line with his attempt to leave behind «philosophy» as he saw it, Marx refused to treat this as a metaphysical question to be answered by the creation of a metaphysical premise.

Stirner, as opposed to Marx and many others, saw no prescriptive or essential elements in human nature. He had acquiesced «I am a man just as the earth is a star».

Neither would Stirner fall into the trap of picturing a future for man, since it would entail constructing another external ideal:

«People have always supposed that they must give me a destiny lying outside myself, so that at last they demanded that I should lay claim to the human because I am – man. This is the Christian magic circle.»

Stirner's greatest fear was the «transcendent alternatives» that those philosophically closest to him were creating: the state, humanity, politics and the newest «spook» offered by the socialists: society. Like all Left Hegelians, Stirner knew that he was experiencing the initial stages of the apocalypse that would replace the old Christian world with philosophical humanism. This fear is reflected in the «dynamic titanism» of his own ego which became its own sort of absolute. Dispossessed by academic and political circumstances of any real
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power in shaping humanity and its institutions, the Left Hegelians, particularly Stirner, had to satisfy themselves with the role of subjective critics. Social or political action, vindicated by the younger generation of Hegelians, (especially Marx and Engels) was held in contempt. Stirner's inherent social atomism was evidently incompatible with idea Marx shared with the Utopian French socialists: the desire for a truly «human» society.

If we regard Hegel as the last of the contemplative philosophers who possessed the «secret of contemplation», post-Hegelian philosophy becomes what one commentator has called a «lost paradise». Stirner reverted to the acquiescent attitude of a self-effacing mortal who must find his entire fulfilment in his own life. Marx, to counter what he perceived as Stirner’s and Hegel’s quietism, developed a universal theory of action where contemplation was replaced by intolerance of those who seek out a better state of things. Marx’ answer was a form of materialistic fatalism that operated through economic laws. Stirner had forced not so much an Althusserian «epistemological break» in the young Marx’ thought, but had required him to retreat to a normative conception of human nature. Marx’ historical ontology meant either equating good with what happens or denying that there is any good: The outcome was either way a form of nihilism. Whilst apparently repudiating Stirner’s nihilistic egoism, Marx incorporated this nihilism into his theory of history. For if man creates himself in history, then there is no human essence from which he can be alienated. Therefore Marx cannot justifiably assert the pre-eminence of communist society. The incoherence of Marx’ philosophical anthropology was as much a result of his intense encounter with Stirner as well as with non-German philosophical concepts that had entered his work. In the mid-eighteen forties Marx and Engels absorbed French ideas into the Hegelian metaphysic. The French experience as well as that of the wider industrial world - such as the advanced industrialisation of Victorian England - dictated that the social question of industrial change and labour emerged as the most significant of their age.

Occupying another world, isolated and thoroughly bourgeois, the «Berlin Buddhists» remained indifferent to these apparently epochal changes. Only in Germany, where intellectuals inhabited an eccentric world of blithe fantasy would Marx’ reading of the «social question» not be explicable. For Marx, German theoretical engagement with political forms had consequently assumed a more abstract form than prevalent elsewhere. Nonetheless this context affords Stirner the unique position of a disenfranchised academic dissenter, a point of disinterestedness between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. Stirner occupied a disoriented historical moment, one before the experience of capitalism and industry had been filtered through the paradigmatic Marxian idioms. Moreover, Stirner did attempt to tackle the social phenomenon of «pauperism» (the progressive impoverish-
ment of the lower social strata) which has been identified as the «dominant» social issue of «pre-March» period. Unlike the social problems that Marx identified, pauperism was not a direct result of capitalism or even of rapid industrialization, but a problem of demographic growth and was a singularly (ignoring Berlin) rural phenomenon. Pauperism differed much from traditional poverty. It was collective and structural rather than determined by individual contingencies. Stirner recognized this social phenomenon and discussed it at length in *The Ego*. He was not failing to grasp the true «social question» as Marx makes out; instead he was analyzing his own reality: the parochial, yet unique, pre-Industrial phase of German history « what Eric Hobsbawn called «the last, and perhaps worst, economic breakdown of the *ancien régime*».

Stirner, along with the other Left Hegelians, saw himself as exclusively concerned with the historical transition from religion to philosophy, the fall-out of Hegelian thought. Marx, on the other hand, had already proposed to disentangle himself from what he called «philosophy» through his theory of history. It is therefore little wonder that these two thinkers clashed theoretically, and that the specific ontological debates would be forgotten. In a crossed sentence from *The German Ideology* Marx confessed «We know only a single science, the science of history». Marx’ conception of history meant every profound philosophical problem would resolve itself as an empirical fact, and thus Marx felt free to abandon the metaphysical conception of essence that had been central to his thought up to 1845. With the division of labour, one’s orientation to the world was a less important concern. By rejecting this significant component of his conception of human nature, Marx struggled to avoid his philosophical obligations. *The German Ideology* was an attempt to avoid having to defend one’s standpoint philosophically, to escape the Hegelian prerequisite to occupy a supposedly epistemologically privileged position.

For all the progression that Marxists like to attribute to it, *The German Ideology* was also a reductive exercise. Marx and Engels swept aside certain issues (ethics, individuality, consciousness) which they longer wanted on their «erstwhile philosophical conscience». *The Ego* had conditioned Marx’ ontological response to Left Hegelian humanism. As we have already seen, *The Ego* was not only a catalyst in Marx’ adoption of the philosophical method of historical materialism, but also stood as an anticipatory critique of its emergent form. Stirner had forced Marx to break with Left Hegelian modes of thought, fracturing the epistemology and materialism Marx had developed in *Theses on Feuerbach* and the *Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844*. In doing this, he forced Marx to fundamentally reappraise his position on the role of human nature in relation to his social criticism.

As a theoretical conclusion to the criticism of religion, the «materialist conception of history» was an ambiguous explanation. Rather than *settling*
Marx’ conscience, *The German Ideology* emphatically displayed it as a *bad* conscience. For many, Marx’ anger seems disproportionate to the threat posed by Stirner, yet a closer analysis has revealed just how much was at stake in their encounter. Marx chose to make Stirner into a scapegoat, an opportune external object onto which to project the unresolved inner conflict of his early thought. The garrulous «Sankt Max» was the work of an intellect under threat. Derrida recognised this:

«My feeling ... is that Marx scares himself, he *himself* pursues relentlessly someone who almost resembles him to the point that we could mistake one for the other: a brother, a double, thus a diabolical image. A kind of ghost of himself.»

Parallels between the two thinkers are often neglected. However, as we have seen, Marx and Stirner shared much in terms of philosophical language and theoretical goals. Regardless of the claims about Marxian humanism, Stirnerian egoism was just as much the «true» heir to German Idealist Philosophy. Stirner had realised the fundamental nihilistic element present in secularised Hegelianism and «through dialectics» fearlessly drawn the consequence that «everything is permitted».

Or as Giles Deleuze more boldly claimed, «Stirner is the dialectician who reveals nihilism as the truth of the dialectic». Stirnerian nihilistic egoism, not Marxian humanism, certainly seems more consistent with an overthrow of suprahistorical values. The sovereignty of the ego and the exercise of self-assertion are the more spontaneous consequences of the «death of God» and transcendent norms, as opposed to a philosophy of community.

Marxists who see Marx and Engels’ socialism eschewing naturally from Left Hegelian humanism remain blinded by the alternative, highly inaccurate, account of their early thought which both men later developed. *The Ego* remains a unique and powerful attack on Marxism as well as all forms of socialism; Stirner highlighted the contradictions and problems inherent any form of socialist or communist society. Yet ironically for Max Stirner, the force of *The Ego* pushed Marx to embrace the totalising perspective of an essential communism, nascent in *The German Ideology*, rather than devalue the future of socialist thought, which it had in part, helped create. With the advent of Marxism, Stirner’s work was displaced in intellectual history. If Stirner is to undergo rehabilitation as a thinker, it is important that this must not revolve solely around Marx’ «leading role», or in assigning debt to Stirner where it is due. Future scholarship must attempt to escape his status as the «too much intimate enemy» of Marx.

In conclusion, Stirner’s answer to problems of the Hegelian dialectic was to rewrite in existential terms as the historico-cultural narrative of the self-actualisation of the spirit. His book described the liberated, self-expressive, contingent, existing individual as the «laughing heir» of a dialectical development from immediacy through self-
division, to self-conscious freedom and transparency. In *The Ego*, the Hegelian description of redemption found an existential form in «living oneself out». Stirner set his existential perspectives against the essentialism of Marx and others. Marx’ *The German Ideology* was an attempt to wrench socialism from its utopian yearnings and transform it philosophically into an empirical science. In doing so, Marx escaped the Hegelian conception of «consciousness» by turning consciousness into a by-product, socially determined. These two terminal and antithetical standpoints occupied by Stirner and Marx in 1845 have allowed fragments of the Hegelian project to continue to shape and frame the Marxist/Existentialist debate of the last and present century.
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Notes

1. The Ego and Its Own (Leipzig, 1845). This work appeared in December of 1844, and press copies were available even earlier, as Moses Hess had read and forwarded his copy to Fredrich Engels no later than early November of 1844. I will use David Leopold’s revised version of «The Ego and His Own» (Cambridge 1995) based on Steven Byington’s original translation. This edition will hereafter be referred to as The Ego.
3. Hence Bauer’s later characterisation of the group as Berlin’s «beer literati».
26. Mackay (1898).
41. Laska, Bernd A. LSR Publishing House, Nuremberg.
50. Mackay (1914) : 235.
57. Feuerbach, (1957) : 75.
113. 1844, cited by Tucker (1972).
115. However, Tucker like so many others, misses the importance of The Ego. Stirner not only voiced essentially modern criticisms of communist ideology, but he did so long before Marx’ thought was formally consolidated in The Communist Manifesto.
117. Arnold Ruge’s thought was influenced in the same way, and expressed his admiration in his work entitled Our Last Ten Years.
Non serviam! – «I will not serve», is known from literature as Satan's declaration of his rebellion against God. We wish to follow up on this tradition of insurrection.

In modern times, the philosophy of the individual's assertion of himself against gods, ideals and human oppressors has been most eloquently expressed by Max Stirner in his book *Der Einzige und Sein Eigentum* (The Ego And Its Own).

Stirner, whose real name was Johann Kaspar Schmidt (1806-56), lived in a time dominated by German Idealism, with Hegel as its prominent figure. It is against this background of fixation of ideas that Stirner makes his rebellion. Stirner takes down these ideas from their fixed points in the starry sky of Spirit, and declares all ideas to be the ideas of an Ego, and the realm of spirits and ideas to be the mind of the thinker himself. His heaven-storming is total. Even the idealist tool – dialectic, and the supreme ghost of Idealism, [Absolute] Spirit – are stripped of their status of intrinsic existence, and are taken back into the Ego himself. This is most clearly seen in Stirner's main triad: Materialist – Idealist – Egoist. And the triad stops at its last link. Any further progress cannot negate Egoism, for – progress has been taken back into the individual, as his – property.

For Stirner, the solution to the «alienation», or «self-alienation» of Idealism, is in self-expression, or – ownership. What cannot be one's own cause, the cause that is not one's own, is not worth pursuing. As Stirner says «Away then, with every cause that is not altogether my cause!»

This is the philosophical starting point of *Non Serviam*.

—Svein Olav Nyberg
This paper tries to defend a version of Marxist Humanism against Max Stirner’s *Ego And Its Own*, a work which could be said to have foretold the death of what we now call grand narratives and which involves the attempt to live cheerfully without values. It notes that Stirner’s nihilism separates him from existential atheists like Nietzsche or Sartre, (though not from Camus), since he is content to accept that, without God, values cannot be found; not even in some form of personal authenticity. It also doubts that Stirner is an anarchist, since it is difficult to imagine any sort of community, anarchist or otherwise, that doesn’t uphold some moral principle or other. In any case, the *Ego and Its Own* is said to be much more of a philosophical self-help book than a political tract. The first part of the paper insists that Stirner’s nihilism also means he cannot give any real substance to the task of becoming a unique being, in the person of the Egoist or Owner. To attempt to fill out the project of the Owner risks setting up an ideal of «the true self», the kind of notion to which *The Ego and Its Own* is generally hostile. As a result, Stirner is forced to account for his Owner in purely nominal terms, making it something of an empty vessel. This justifies Marx’s criticism that the Owner is a wholly verbal creation; one that mistakenly discounts the social basis of individual life.

The second part of the paper dwells further upon the implications of Stirner’s opposition to grand systems of ideas and values, like those of Feuerbach’s «pious» humanism, It does not agree that secular humanism necessarily yokes the individual to idolatory notions like Man’s essence. Stirner says we too easily allow ourselves to be placed at the standpoint of *ought* by general ideals...
like that of Man, and so to be taken over and betrayed by them. However, in the case of the human subject of Marx’s active materialism, this begs the question. Against the postmodern instincts of Stirner, it is said that Marx’s early humanism speaks generally and evaluatively about human beings, without losing touch with concrete individual life. It brings the philosophy of Man’s essence down to earth in the concept of labour. Marx’s humanism is also optimistic about history’s (teleological) endpoint. In the grandest terms, history to Marx is something to which a human solution has to be found. The paper, however, admits that ambition on this scale is now frequently met with derision, within Marxism and elsewhere. Indeed, it allows that Stirner’s passion for individual uniqueness is now generally welcomed. These days, riotous consumers are indeed «cheerful nihilists» \(^1\) who mock the need for collective action to bring something called «reality» to account. To Stirner, there is no reality beyond the individual, a view which is ultimately apolitical and which reverts to a philosophical idealism wherein «people only have to change their consciousness to make everything in the world all right». \(^2\) Marx takes strong issue with all «idealisms», including Stirner’s, for exaggerating the power of the individual mind over objective, alienating circumstance, saying that liberation is a «historical and not a mental act». \(^3\)

**Stirner’s Problem Of Content**

The young Marx and Stirner denied and corrected Feuerbach in various ways. However, all three tried to deliver human beings from the opiates, abstractions and mysteries that were said to beset them. In this, there was a fair amount of agreement as well as mutual recrimination. When Feuerbach says things like, «I hate the idealism that wrenches man out of nature», \(^4\) and «I never develop my ideas in the thin air of abstraction, but always ground them in real historical facts and phenomena, independent of my thinking», \(^5\) Marx’s only complaint is that he failed to live up to his philosophical principles. But, whereas to Marx, Feuerbach only needed to be corrected, mainly by adding an active element to his materialism, Stirner tried to disown him completely, replacing the imaginary «species being» of *The Essence of Christianity* with the reality of the concrete individual. Stirner’s critique of religion does not stop at generic human consciousness, but at a unique being who will not recognise humanity as his «all determining essence». \(^6\) Stirner’s anti-humanism accuses Feuerbach of reconstituting Christian ideals in human form. Feuerbach, he said, had created a new version of the «holy» out of the idea of our true humanity and replaced the
Christian God with the humanist Man-God. To Stirner, Feuerbach's Humanism made the individual accountable to his so-called essence, whose realisation was the product, somehow, of large scale historical forces. The notion of Man's historical development, like that of Hegel's Absolute Spirit, negated the uniqueness of the individual. It exalted the general idea of Man at the individual's expense - «for it is the highest thing in us all to be Man - but as nobody can become entirely what the idea ... imports, Man remains to the individual a lofty other world, an unattained supreme being». To try to overstep ourselves in the realisation of the human essence is unreal, since only the individual is «existent and real, in the present». But the more the individual seeks himself in the historical project of the Man God the more he is lost to himself. Man, says Stirner is so much «the God of today», that the individual ego is made to despise itself - «the value of me cannot possibly be rated high as long as the hard diamond of the not me bears so enormous a price as was the case with God». It is against Humanism (and all meta narratives) that Stirner declares «all things are nothing to me», and founds his affair on nothing. Like the existentialists, he rejects the idea of a general human nature or essence saying that «no concept expresses me, nothing that is designated as my essence exhausts me». He asserts that:

I can never take comfort in myself as long as I think that I still have to find my true self and that it must come to this, that not I but some other spiritual, ghostly, self (the true man) the essence of man and the like lives in me.12

In this way, Stirner exempts the Owner or Egoist from the service of grand ideals and causes which history continually throws up. He refuses to be put at the standpoint of «should», wherein his task is to become what a religious/human or political ideal demands of him. Thus Stirner says that the Owner is only a description, lacking any explicit content, human or otherwise. The most he will say is that he is one who must learn to «satisfy himself». He rejects moral principles like love or justice in his relations to others and resorts only to the «strength of my own might». His wholesale indictment of causes means there can be no authentic cause, or generally true path towards virtue or excellence. Much of the pathos and force of Stirner's defence of the individual, like that of Feuerbach's advocacy of Man, derives from turning religious language against itself - «Therefore turn to yourselves rather than to your gods or idols. Bring out from yourselves what is in you, bring it to light, bring yourselves to revelation». The pathos of Stirner's protest makes the Owner a negative passion, which we grasp via his hatred of the content prescribed by various ideal supports. Hitherto individuals have been pathetically unable to live without evasions; without some ideal support whether it is God's commandments, morality or the Enlightenment's voice of reason. All have become intolerable burdens:
«What am I? each of you asks himself ... How am I to obtain a correct answer, if, without regard to God’s commandments or to the duties which morality prescribes, without regard to the voice of reason, which in the course of history, ... has exalted the best and most reasonable thing into law ... .» But all of these notions are so many cramping shells and wrappings from which the ego «is the kernel that is to be delivered».

(My italics.)

However, Stirner’s precious «kernel» is to be understood nominally. His negation of the negation does not point to an explicitly richer content than before. This is presumably because Stirner does not wish to impose upon us that which, to become Owners, we must self create or discover by ourselves. He confines himself to forcefully stating that whatever my good is, it will always be different from man’s good, a fixed (obessional) idea, which like all others of that ilk is a sacred idea. This leaves Stirner open to Marx’s criticism that the Owner is a purely verbal creation and no individual of flesh and blood. Stirner’s much vaunted uniqueness is «shared by every louse or grain of sand», and makes far too much of the simple truism that «one individual is not some other individual». Marx’s point is that, in a sense, everything that exists is «unique», so that the value of its uniqueness must involve something more than its existence, and must consequently have a standard beyond itself. However, because Stirner consistently opposes external sources of value as alien, the Owner turns out to be something of an empty vessel. Marx points to the nature of Stirner’s dilemma. If the idea of the Owner is a verbal creation then it is of no account. But if it does indeed contain some genuine content then, as with the Man-God, it becomes a version of an ideal person or principle of the «true self», a principle which Stirner continually opposes. He professes to hate the alien measurements imposed by Humanism upon the existing individual. He says «It is not how I realise the generally human that needs to be my task, but how I satisfy myself», and that Ownness does not subscribe to an alien standard, but «is only a description of the – owner». However, his description of the Owner could still be said to suppress a teleology which assumes the individual is able to change dramatically for the better, in the interests of his «true self». If it is far better for a person to be a true individual, an Owner, than not to be, there remains, in the margins of The Ego and Its Own, despite Stirner venting his spleen against it, a transcendent ideal for us to aim at. It makes no difference that the Owner’s self creation is in terms of individual self renewal, and not prescribed by a general idea. The tyrannical is-ought dichotomy is reintroduced, since the alienated individual is not what he ought to be – an Owner. Like the Humanists consequently, Stirner puts the individual at the standpoint of ought, since at some stage of his becoming, he must perceive the gulf to be crossed between his existing and ideal, egoistic self. And since there is no stand-
ard of what it is to be or to become an Owner, or no suggestion of his content, the project turns out to be a verbal one, as Marx said.

Stirner might have resolved his problem of content if, like some existentialists, he had expounded the Owner in terms of the individual’s authentic choosing of his life’s content. Thus someone might be a Christian, a Humanist or a Bolshevik through a committed, self-originated choice, and not through ideological enslavement. But the nihilist polemic of The Ego and Its Own makes such total war on all «causes», that it does not seem open to Stirner to defend a given content by saying that it is authentically chosen. Stirner is not like Nietzsche who also rejected a Hegelian «pre-established harmony between the furthering of truth and the well being of mankind», but who looked for solace in the romanticism of new human beings who do not «flow out into a god», or like Sartre who derived his idea of political commitment from the deathly struggle between the pour-soi (individual consciousness) and the en-soi (world of objects). (Being free involves the continual projection of ourselves into new possibilities. However, we may also seek to occupy the being of things; to be an inert presence, an object among other objects, in order to relieve ourselves of this freedom – what Sartre terms «mauvaise foi»). Moreover, having pitted the Owner against the idea of community, Stirner cannot convincingly speak of communal alternatives, a conclusion that resists the claim that he is an anarchist. He does speak of a community of atomic individuals (Owners), but this looks a contradiction in terms, given that The Ego and Its Own consistently defines uniqueness over and against species life, denying that the Owner needs communal help to finally come into his own. Its claim to a more individualistic anarchy is also suspect since it concerns no practical action, only a mental resistance to external reality, including that of the state.

With some justice, Marx says that the extent of Stirner’s revolt is to criticise «all actual conditions by declaring them «holy» and combats them by combating his holy idea of them». Stirner appears to him to live out the extreme idealist principle that «reality is in the mind». (Of the «sacred» causes which are said to enslave men he says, «no thing is sacred of itself but by my declaring it sacred»). If so, Stirner’s self ownership can be achieved in any sort of community, not just one inhabited by Egoists. Stirner’s heroic idealism, which makes reality subject to consciousness, suggests that it is even possible to be an Owner in a concentration camp – «the fetters of reality cut the sharpest of welts in my flesh every moment. By my own I remain.» In this respect, The Ego And Its Own looks more like a philosophical self-help book, about how the individual is to get the most out of his life by adopting a stoical philosophy, than a political or anarchist tract devoted to a new society. Hegel had said Stoicism is where «consciousness holds something to be essentially important or true or good only in so far as it thinks it to be such». It is a proud withdrawal
from objective reality, so as to deny its influence. The Stoic is indifferent to the external circumstances of life. He is free «whether on the throne or in chains». He is free «whether on the throne or in chains». He is free «whether on the throne or in chains». 28

His «freedom of self consciousness is indifferent to natural existence». 29 Hegel took this freedom, as did Marx, to be an incomplete one. Marx accepts that there is an element of self creation involved in becoming a person in the fullest sense, but this is achieved by acting upon the external, material world. Only in the constitution of the external world, which simultaneously acts upon us, (and under specific historical conditions) can we make ourselves what we potentially are. Like Hegel, Marx can make no sense of a subject who claims to be able to overthrow natural limits and circumstances, without engaging in any sensuous, practical activity. This makes The Ego and Its Own fundamentally apolitical, dramatising political existence in a quixotic way. The egoist slays political realities like the state, but only in his own imagination. The withdrawal from externality, instead of confronting and overcoming it, actually leads to self impoverishment. With Stirner, however, it remains the indispensable condition of maintaining the individual Ego over and against causes that make of individuals so much flotsam and jetsam of historical movements.

Stirner’s rejecton of social existence also makes it likely that he prizes only an empty, abstract individuality. On this, Marx is closer to the much maligned Feuerbach who said:

The other is my thou – the relation being reciprocal – my alter ego ... the revelation of my own nature, the eye seeing itself. In another I first have the consciousness of humanity; through him I first learn, I first feel, that I am a man: in my life for him it is first clear to me that he belongs to me and I to him, that we two cannot be without eachother, that only the community constitutes humanity. 30

To Feuerbach, becoming an «individual» is an effect of being a member of a species. Man has an I-thou generic awareness. In this sense, he can never «get loose from his species, his nature». 31 There can be no true individuality in splendid isolation from the species, since what human beings do has sense only in relation to what others do. Marx repeats Feuerbach’s sentiment that «Man’s own life is an object for him, only because he is a species being». 32 To him, the goal of individuality, in any valid sense of the term, is beyond the proletarian for whom «the existence of Capital is his existence, it determines the content of his life in a manner indifferent to him». 33 Marx’s renowned aphorism that human beings are the ensemble of social relations takes direct issue with Stirner. For however we single out individual qualities from a person’s existence, this always has social meaning. Where someone has the ability to be creative in a particular way, (if this is a standard of individuality), this presupposes developments that have led to given forms of creativity being socially instituted, and where there are conventions about what it is to perform the
activities well. What enables a human being to fulfil an individual potentiality is not just an act of will. It is as much a result of society in general. For human beings have never been unique «in the sense of not needing any connections with one another ... they had to enter into relations with one another not as pure Egos, but as individuals at a definite stage of the development of their productive forces and requirements.» Becoming a poet is not only a question of being a «born poet» as Stirner believed, but also of the pre-existing, collectively built institution of poetry itself. As Marx says with regard to painting:

> whether an individual like Raphael succeeds in developing his talent depends wholly on demand, which in turn depends upon the division of labour and the conditions of human culture resulting from it.

Stirner's notion of the Owner thus turns out to be flawed; that of a unique being who engages in no practical, sensuous activity, political or otherwise, and who turns deliberately and proudly away from society. He is a being whose nihilistic refusal to be defined in terms of any explicit content or aim, makes the title of «Owner» appear gratuitous. However, a helpful image of what the Owner might be like is outlined in the fiction of Albert Camus, who was much taken by Stirner's cheerful nihilism in *L'Homme Revolte*. (Unlike Nietzsche, who hurls himself against life's walls looking for answers, «Il rit dans l'impasse») The Stirnerian hero of the *Outsider*, Meursault, rebels in a way that is decidedly non-political. He does not act or think politically and only his style of personal existence, his neglect of moral conventions, is rebellious; the real crime for which he receives the death penalty. The opening sentences of the novel – «Mother died today. Or, maybe, yesterday; I can't be sure.» are a rejection of the standpoint of ought in terms of moral emotions. Later, Meursault politely refuses to commit himself to the values of friendship or romantic love. Unbound by these abstractions, he simply records his experiences and his enjoyment of them. He enjoys other people, and being with them. But he does not sanctify this with moral terms like friendship, love or obligation. In Stirner's terms, he is only able to regard the other person as «an object in which I take an interest or else do not, an interesting or uninteresting object, a usable or unusable person». His only certainties concern sensual experience. He lives out Egoism's call «to joy over ourselves, to self enjoyment», a plea to make the most of our present lives, in whatever circumstances we find ourselves, echoing Stirner's advice that «The true man does not lie in the future, an object of longing, but lies existent and real, in the present». His only passion turns out to be a hatred for any sort of abstract ideas. In the condemned cell, he angrily says of his priest that «none of his (religious) certainties was worth one strand of a woman's hair». Meursault's egoism enables him to reconciled to the «benign indifference of the universe» and also to hope that when
he is led to the scaffold he will be met with the crowd's howls of execration. In the end, he enjoys an inner, spiritual triumph over the machinery of the state while it prepares to kill him. Something of the same overcoming of state brutality by the power of mind is found in the stoicism of Stirner's Owner.

Solutions to History:
Cheerful Nihilism

Marx’s concern with Stirner’s verbal sorcery tends to spoil the German Ideology, where he obsessively attacks the philosophical art of «converting all external sensuously perceptible struggles into pure struggles of thought»; an art which he takes to grossly exaggerate the power of individual consciousness over alienating circumstance; a habit most pronounced in Stirner. In «the Holy Family» Marx returns briefly to this theme, saying «the mass must by no means hold ... products of its self alienation for mere ideal fantasies, mere alienation of self consciousness, and must not wish to abolish material estrangement by purely inward spiritual action». To Marx, this spiritualism is a false solution to history. He even accuses the Critical Critic Bruno Bauer (an accusation he might also have applied to Stirner) of claiming to be the Absolute. According to Marx, Bauer’s part in the philosophical midwifery of delivering a new consciousness posits Spirit (the Critical Critic) against matter (the rest of mankind). He takes «Criticism to be the Absolute Spirit and himself to be Criticism ... Criticism sees itself incarnate not in the mass, but exclusively in a handful of chosen men, in Herr Bauer and his disciples ... He consciously plays the part of the World Spirit in opposition to the mass of the rest of mankind». Bauer perceives Critical Criticism «in its Absolute existence as Herr Bruno». Likewise, Stirner’s solution to history, its spiritual end point, is the Owner’s uniquely proclaimed consciousness.

Certainly, the spectre of Stirner’s extreme individualism seems to haunt the contemporary world, in the sense that «unique identities» are one of the selling points of the commodity. In Stirner’s terms, there are also undoubted feelings of incredulity towards grand narratives like Humanism and Marxism, and of having been betrayed by them. In these circumstances, it is perhaps understandable that a (vacuous) cult of individuality accompanies the differentiated world of commodities, where the making and spending of money creates a sense of personal difference. However, it may be that the individuality commodities sell is the latest form of religious consolation in that, no matter how unfulfilled a life is, its owner can...
always console himself with the trivially true statement that he is unique; a trivial statement that is made to sound like a resounding truth in the *Ego and Its Own*. The hyperbole of the Owner is a feature of advertising's flattery of the consumer. If we buy the right products we are enhanced, unique individuals. In the process, there is a retreat from politics into a solipsistic world which, via a plethora of commodity choices, each consumer can purpose build to his own specifications. Albeit in debased form, the riotous consumer lives up to Stirner's remark that:

Henceforth, the question runs, not how one can acquire life, but how one can squander, enjoy it; or, not how one is to produce the true self in himself, but how one is to dissolve himself, to live himself out.  

In a way, this is how the riotous consumer joyfully rejects the offer of humanist enlightenment. Cultural production as a whole could be said to be aided by audiences of happy nihilists, who continually switch themselves to something different irrespective of its quality. Adorno forgot to mention this nihilistic hedonism in his critique of popular music. It appears there is pleasure to be had in unending novelty and in switching continually and ironically from the serious to the trite. Marxism's own fate in this scenario includes having some of its key notions playfully twisted against itself. False consciousness seems no longer to be a symptom of the suffering individual. Enlightened consumers, as anticipated by Adorno and Marcuse, are well aware of the commodity's illusions, but cheerfully go along with them. They prefer the pleasures of false consciousness to a drab Enlightenment; to mimic the characters who inhabit publicity and make an art form of consuming. Commodity fetishism, one of Marxism's dark themes, has become the new scene of authentic fulfilment. We are all commodity fetishists now, the New Labourists might be heard to say.

The notion of the Stirnerian consumer could be used to extend Frankfurt style critiques of the culture industry, whose economic oppression sanctifies the constantly changing, «unique» tastes of consumers, and is forever quoting the sovereignty of individual choice in its defence. (Nietzscheans might say that too much choice in culture might only be like the sick man restlessly changing position). In the face of a constant, profiteering turnover of new cultural commodities, Marxism's traditional wish for art's higher meaning to be universally disseminated has come to sound tedious, old fashioned and elitist. However, a cheerful postmodern sensibility does not have a monopoly on incredulity. Perhaps a Marxian Humanist is entitled to be incredulous at a culture in which every consumer, *qua consumer*, is now credited by its publicists with being a connoisseur; whose choices in fashion, personal technology and the like fulfil their aesthetic and communicative potential; and where the role of high culture in common life which, to its credit, the Soviet Union defended as well as censored, has no more importance than any other. One aspect of this consumer aesthetics, whose pleasure in everything
new connects so well to capitalist economics, is its disregard for any creative continuity or «conversation» between past and present. To Marx, progress was always, in a sense, backward looking. He said that human advancement «takes place within the entire wealth of previous periods of development», suggesting a complete break with the past and fetishization of the new is a mistake. When it comes to our cultural past Marxism aspires to be destroyer and preserver. Even Lenin was humanistic in this sense. Speaking of the old Russian schools he says:

> does the fact that we must abolish them, destroy them, mean that we should not take from them everything mankind has accumulated that is essential to man? Does it mean that we do not have to distinguish between what was necessary to capitalism and what is necessary to communism?[^50]

He adds elsewhere that Marxism is evidence of the right approach to cultural development, having «assimilated and refashioned everything of value in the more than two thousand years of human thought and culture. Only further work on this basis and in this direction ... can be recognised as the development of a genuine proletarian culture»[^51]. This humanist standpoint represents a self-important present with its fragmented taste, in which the culture industries invest so heavily.

Of the two so called spent meta narratives of Marxism and Humanism, Humanism has probably suffered the bigger catastrophe. In hindsight, its faith in the potentialities of something called human nature looks to have been too optimistic. Its talk of new standards of happiness, of human enrichment, overreached itself. Instrumental reason was cynically indifferent to these human ends, so that despair in reason’s capacity to give life purpose eventually set in, perhaps explaining the renewed interest in subjects like the occult and astrology. On a more serious level, Humanism’s castigations of world history, being ineffectual, have come to smell of liberal bad conscience. Latterly, world history has shattered its moralistic hopes. If, following Auschwitz, there can be no more poetry (Adorno) what can be said for Humanism? Perhaps it was its sudden decline that gave force to Althusser’s attack on Marxist Humanism, much more so than his arguments about a rupture or epistemological break between Marx’s early and mature writings; (after all, the social circumstances of an argument may account for its success as much as its logical force). Althusser was also helped by the fact that a new individuality, force fed by exploding cultural preferences, had made relics of ideas like man’s essence and its true fulfilment. Jokes even became possible at their expense, as when Althusser queried:

> whether Socialist Humanism is not such a reassuring and attractive theme that it will allow a dialogue between Communists and Social democrats, or even a wider exchange with those «men of good will» who
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are opposed to war and poverty. Today, even the highroad of Humanism seems to lead to Socialism.\textsuperscript{52}

Barthes was another who took Humanism to task. The humanist, «in scratching the history of men a little, the relativity of their institutions or the superficial diversity of their skins ... very quickly reaches the solid rock of a universal human nature».\textsuperscript{53} He intuits a cultural change in which the idea of the «great family of Man» (Barthes) is becoming a myth.

However, it does not follow from these setbacks, specifically from a lack of continuity between the early and mature writings, that Marxism should give up its humanist standpoint, or that this standpoint may not still inform public debate. The violence of Stirner’s criticisms of Feuerbach quite possibly encouraged Marx to drop his early Humanism from his developing scientific agenda, though it does not follow he needed to do so altogether; only that he make clearer that his great priority of scientific exegesis is also a\textit{means}, in the sense that it will eventually lead to conditions in which, for the first time, questions about «real» human ends and purposes can take a practical form. In any event, Marx stopped using terms like Feuerbach’s «species being» even though the species being of the 1844 Manuscripts has a different content and conducts a degree of existential, self-willed creation. Marx describes Man as a Promethean being, who in a certain fundamental sense owes his existence to himself. He is the self creating being of nature whose life is an «object of his will and consciousness».\textsuperscript{54} He is not passively sculpted by his environment, as Feuerbach had suggested, and is essentially free in respect of his capacity to act upon the world. If this celebratory Humanism has no rightful place within Marxism’s scientific edifice, it can still help to ensure that Scientific Socialism does not suffer from an impoverished sense of possible human ends, something that is itself linked to the current distaste for speaking generally about human beings; a distaste shared alike by much of «scientific» Marxism and by postmodernism. Admittedly, as Marx said repeatedly, a\textit{too} general account of human beings abstracts disastrously from concrete human life. But it does not follow that\textit{all} such generalisations are like this. Nor does it follow that because Marx settled his accounts with Young Hegelian philosophising, that he rejected\textit{all} philosophy. Indeed, the age old question of man’s essential being, which posits a general human nature, is brought down to earth in Marx’s category of labour. As the subject of active materialism, Man is\textit{finally} defined according to the only distinctive feature (not consciousness, religion or pure reason) that reveals his nature in his concrete life; an insight which discovers the key to human enrichment through the potentialities inherent in the social organisation of the labour process. In Capital, he gave support to the idea of «a human nature in general as well as one modified by each historical epoch».\textsuperscript{55} Allowing that human beings can freely engage in this modification, his remark
suggests a task for the communist epoch of debating the constitution of the most valuable human ends, a task beyond the scope or interest of bourgeois scientific reason which regards it as superstitious. Yet the science of Marxism could never go along with this debunking, since it looked to the «good society» beyond itself. In Capitalism, the physicist may not be required by his scientific community to consider the human implications of his research too deeply. But this applies only up to a certain investigative point within Marxism, whose grand solution to history is in some sense a human one. The contingent fact of labour's subservience to capital, for example, initiates thinking about new forms of life, which might be said to be real potentialities of existing productive capacity, if its organisation was not tilted so much against their realisation.

If Marxism forgets the importance of human ends, it sides with contemporary derision of them. Works like *Dialectic of Nature* (Engels) or *Materialism and Empirio Criticism* (Lenin), may have fought the materialist case against idealist philosophy, but in a way that put a type of scientific thinking on a pedestal. One of their advocates, George Novack, agrees that «Marxism is both humanistic and scientific; it does not recognise any insurmountable opposition between human activities and aspirations and the researches into reality that are indispensable to their realisation». Engels’s enthronement of science lacks human import, a point made about scientific truth in general by Albert Camus, who says that Galileo did right to abjure it when it endangered his life – «That truth was not worth the stake. Whether the earth or the sun revolves around the other is a matter of profound indifference». He implies that there are higher causes for us, to which science is, at best, only a means. Marxism’s own economic discoveries are, in the final analysis, means of achieving a new society. But apart from having no revolutionary import, topics like Engels’s «law of the transformation of quantity into quality and vice versa» diminish our sense of human possibility. His emphasis on science also blighted Marxism’s polemical resources, which are better exploited if they have a human centre. To the polemic of changing the world, the *pathos* of human reification is as important as its scientific demonstration. Marx’s scientific achievement was arguably to succeed in connecting the abstract and general side of his enquiries to that of concrete human particularity; how for example to connect the individual fate of the proletarian with the invisible laws of capital or how to connect the presence of the commodity to the world of *Metropolis*. To fail to properly connect the general and the particular in this sense, was to be one-sidedly abstract in one’s thinking. In this respect, Engels and Stirner are false extremes. They take leave of the social world of human beings in different directions. To Marx, Stirner’s outlook can only be corrected by a depth and a totality of perspective.
Finally, Humanism remains important for the defence of secular society against religious excess, a polemical task beyond the dead weight of Engelsism. A far more attractive materialism is found in Feuerbach, one of the few philosophers to celebrate materialism partly by mocking the Christian and idealist reverence for Spirit and its ultimate motions. Instead, Feuerbach revered the material world and tried to awaken men to its independently existing sensuousness. The idealist camp, whether empiricist or Kantian, did not acknowledge this world as fully real. Similarly, religion does not acknowledge our earthly origins and seeks them in another, ontologically superior and transcendent place. But to Feuerbach, this transcendent thinking is a debasement of ourselves and of nature. The world, as it presents itself to the senses is irreducibly our world. Feuerbach eulogises this presentation as a human one that should not be spirited away. His materialism advances the claims of nature, sensuously perceived, because it is in this reality that man becomes acquainted with himself and knows himself, not in some abstract and artificial world of sense data, platonic forms or whatever. He says, «Man is nothing without an object ... In the object which he contemplates, therefore, man becomes acquainted with himself; consciousness of the objective is the self consciousness of man». With his buoyant materialism goes an attack upon Christianity, which has distorted man’s desires and objectives by removing them from a human scale:

By promising man eternal life, it deprived him of temporal life ... by giving him faith in a better life in heaven, it destroyed his faith in a better life on earth and his striving to attain such a life. Christianity gave man what his imagination desires, but for that very reason failed to give him what he really and truly desires.60

Marx’s own humanist standpoint also takes a transcendent account of human beings to be demeaning. Whereas Feuerbach says that «in the object which he contemplates ... man becomes acquainted with himself», Marx links contemplation to productive activity; «Man contemplates himself in a world he himself has created.»61 But his more active materialism, which takes the empirical, sensuous world of man to be the objectification of human labour power, did not fully emulate Feuerbach’s sprightly ultimatum on the Christian epoch. Today, criticism of religion needs to recover something of his ebullient spirit. Thankfully there can be no return in Europe to a religious excitement of the kind that made the Bishop of Paris in 1815 order that the remains of Voltaire and Rousseau be dug up from the Pantheon and thrown into a ditch.62 But we now know that material progress - «religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature»63 - is not quite enough to have done with religion. There still needs to be a secular politics which actively campaigns, for example, to turn mosques, synagogues and churches into homes, community centres, and museums.
Conclusion

This paper has suggested that perhaps the spectre of Stirner now haunts a contemporary culture in the form of a cheerful nihilism, which regards grand narratives like Marxism and Humanism with incredulity. Something of his rhetoricised and fatuous notion of the Owner and his banal quest for self-realisation is said to accompany the highly differentiated modes of capitalist consumption. The paper also suggests that Stirner’s individualistic portends a nihilist culture where individual choice is the sole criterion of value and authenticity, dismissing the idea of generally sanctioned human purposes. Admittedly, like the categorical imperative, Humanism can sound hypocritical in a system of class exploitation. But for all its faults, it did try to celebrate what human beings had in common rather than their differences, a concern pushed to the side by the current obsession for differences. Marxist Humanism gambled on Enlightenment’s successes being taken up by Socialism. Without this happening both were doomed to failure, since only in Socialism could instrumental reason acquire properly human ends. Marxism could be said to have tried to put the ancient question of the good life for human beings on a realistic footing. Only in a society without slaves, serfs or proletarians could the question of what constituted a truly human life be seriously put, as a practical and not an abstract question. Commodity culture, backed by a nihilist individualism, may have made such a project appear utopian. But if so, this is a disaster, not an occasion for postmodern self-congratulation.

This article has previously been published in Studies in Marxism, no. 10, 2004.
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